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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

High    electron    mobility    transistors    based    on    the 

Alo.4sIno.52As/Gao.47Ino.53As material system are attractive for low 

noise applications (e.g. Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS), satellite 

communications, and radio astronomy) at microwave and millimeter- 

wave frequencies.    The high average velocity (vaw>2.0^107^)i in 

Gao.47Ino.53As translates into short transit delays through the device. 

Further, the combination of high electron mobility (jt* 10,000-^)2 

and high sheet concentration (ns >3xl0l2cm-2)* allows low parasitic 

resistance.   However, the performance (e.g. breakdown voltage, static 

power   dissipation,   and   forward   gate voltage  swing)  of  the 

Alo.4sIno.52As/ Gao.47Ino.53As HEMT with a Schottky barrier gate 

(hereafter referred to as the Schottky HEMT) is limited by the low 

Schottky  barrier  height  of metal  on  Alo.4sIno.52As   (0.6eV)* 

Furthermore, the manufacturability of the Schottky HEMT is restricted 

by the lack of a reproducible gate technology.   For convenience, the 

alloy composition numbers  are hereafter omitted  and,  unless 

otherwise stated, the composition is assumed to be lattice matched. 

First, the low Schottky barrier height of metal on AünAs permits 

electron injection from the gate into the channel under reverse bias 

(see Figure 1.1a).   These injected electrons contribute to the reverse 

l 
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Chapter 1 

leakage current observed in the diode characteristics of AUnAs/GalnAs 

Schottky HEMT,   The off-state breakdown in the AUnAs/GalnAs 

Schottky HEMT is determined* by the number of injected electrons 

winch experience impact ionization in the high field region of ,he 

channel.     The  on-state  breakdown  is  determined  by  current 

multiplication either in the channel or at the drain contact. Therefore 

it is desirable to (i) minimize the injection of electrons from me gate 

mto me channel, and (ii) reduce the electric field near the drain 
electrode to suppress impact ionization. 

Second, the gate recess length and depth (see Figure Ub) of the 

Schottky HEMT determine (i) the threshold voltage, (ii> input 

unpedance (e.g. C„), (iii) the electric field profile surrounding the gate 

and (iv) the output conductance, C4 (which influences the minimum 

noise figure, ^«).  Therefore, to obtain similar device characteristics 

across a wafer, the etch process used to define the gate recess trench 

must be uniform.  The horizontal and vertical variations in the recess 

etch of the Schottky HEMT prevent (i) high threshold voltage 

uniformity, (ii) reproducible state-of-the art noiae performance, and 

(m) the maturation of a high yield, low cost MMIC technology 

Therefore, it is desirable to develop a reproducible gate technology 

compatible with the AUnAs/GalnAs HEMT structure. 

1.2 Approach: The Junction Modulated HEMT (JHEMT) 

In order to improve the gate technology, we have added 
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Schottky-Gate HEMT 

0        10        2030405O607O8O 
Distance from the surface, x (nm) 

Junction-Gate HEMT 

■ ■ ■ i ■ ■ . i . . . ■ . . . i . .  . . i t 

10       20       30       40       50        60       70       80 

Distance from the surface, x (run) 

Figure 1.2. Energy band diagram comparison of the HEMT (top) and 
the JHEMT (bottom). The effective Schottky barrier height for the 
HEMT is controlled by surface interface states. The effective electron 
barrier of the JHEMT is determined by built-in potential of the gate 
diode whose maximum is the energy bandgap of the p-type material. 
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JHEMTs (fabricated in this work) to HEMTs is given in Figure 1.3. This 

data proves that the electron transport characteristics in the channel do 

not surfer by the addition of p+-layers to the surface. 

The fabrication of the HEMT and the JHEMT require, in 

principle, the same processing steps with the exception of the gate 

recess etch.   In the HEMT, a gate recess etch occurs after the gate 

lithography and prior to gate metal deposition. The purpose of the gate 

recess etch in the HEMT is i) to reduce the gate-to-channel spacing by 

etching into the barrier layer, increasing both the intrinsic gate 

capacitance (relative to extrinsic capacitance) and the aspect ratio 

(%-»J of *e device and ii) to adjust the threshold voltage.   Irr 

contrast, the gate recess etch of the JHEMT (which is actually a recess 

etch of the access regions) occurs after both the gate lithography and 

gate metallization. The purpose of the gate recess in the JHEMT is i) to 

define the physical footprint of the gate, which determines the effective 

gatelength, and ii) to reduce the sheet resistance in the access regions», 

effectively lowering the source and drain parasitic resistance. Thus, the 

purpose of the gate recess etch is fundamentally different in the two 

devices as shown from the schematic in Figure 1.4. 

The JHEMT offers an alternative means to obtain threshold 

voltage uniformity. Uniformity in the gate region of the JHEMT 

results from the opposite order (relative to the HEMT fabrication 

process) in which the recess etch step and gate metallization steps 

occur.     The threshold voltage has either a linear or quadratic 
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relationship with respect ,o the gate-to-channel separation', depending 

on the doping scheme used in the upper donor layer. Recall for the 

HEMT, one purpose of the recess etch is to control threshold voltage 

Therefore, non-uniformities in »he recess etch depth result directly in 

threshold voltage variations. Conventionally, the two approaches for 
obtaining thread voltage ^„„^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^ 

chemical etching" ^ dry etchingU,I2 ßy ^^ ^ ^^ 

to the gate recess etch (in the JHEMT) occurs after the gate meta. is 

deposited, and the distance from the gate «a the channel remains 

unaltered by the recess etch step. Consequently, the gate-tochannel 

separation remains fixed, resulting in high threshold voltage 
uniformity. 

In addition to the modification to the gate structure, the channel 

contact regions are replaced with n* GafcAs regrown by MOCVD. Ihe- 

concept of regrown contacts to a 2-DEG has previously been reported» 

The n+ contacts reduce the electric field in the channel near the drain 

electrode (by increasing the area of electron collection) and suppress • 

hole injection from the metal into the channel (due to low minority , 

earner population in the n* contact region). Experimentally, both the 

on-state and off-state breakdown voltage in the GalnAs channel 

JHEMT are enhanced as discussed in Chapter 4. 

13 Historical Background 

1-3.1 Modulation Doping ana the InP High Electron Mobility Transistor 
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AlInAs donor layer.  Finally, an undoped AlInAs Schottky barrier layer 

followed by a thin contact layer is grown above the donor layer to 

complete the HEMT structure. 

The electrons in the undoped GalnAs channel layer are spatially 

separated from their parent donor atoms. Therefore, ionized impurity 

scattering is minimized (especially at low temperatures) and the 

electrons moving in an applied electric field (parallel - to the 

AlInAs/GalnAs hetero-interface) attain high carrier mobility 

approaching the maximum possible for undoped GalnAs. The 

mobility of the AlInAs/GalnAs HEMT at 300K and 77K is 10,000 and 

60,000 ^X«, respectively (see Figure 1.3). The enhancement factor of 

electron mobility of a HEMT over a GalnAs doped-channel 

(n=lxl018cm-3) FET is 2 and 10 at 300K and 77K, respectively**. The 

higher enhancement factor at 77K is because ionized-impurity 

scattering is the transport-limiting mechanism, whereas at 300K, polar 

optical phonon scattering is a competing mechanism. 

1.3.2 Evolution of the InP HEMT 

The concept of modulation doping along with the advanced 

material growth technique of Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) led to the 

Schottky-barrier gate, modulation-doped n-AlGaAs/GaAs hetero- 

structure transistors in the early 1980's17/18'19/20. As a result, the names 

high   electron   mobility   transistor   (HEMT),   selectively-doped 

heterojunction transistor (SDHT), two-dimensional electron gas field 
13 
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were significant because they far exceeded the performance of 

published 0.1 um gatelength AlGaAs/GaAs HEMTs33. By the end of 

1988, Mishra et al improved the fT to over 200 GHz« by increasing the 

In mole-fraction in Ga.^I^As (* = 0.62), further reducing the electron 

effective mass. One year later, a drastic reduction of the parasitic 

resistance, Rs+Rd, was achieved by self-aligning the ohmic contacts to a 

mushroom-shaped gate metaps. The reduced parasitic time delay 

resulted in a record value of over 250 GHz (/T). 

Nguyen et al at Hughes Research Laboratories further improved 

the device performance by i) optimization of G^^As (x = 0.80) as the 

channel material, ii) further reduction in parasitic resistance, and iii) 

successful reduction of the gatelength to 50 nm3*. These 

improvements advanced the state-of-the-art cut-off frequency to 340 

GHz (/T)
37. Since 1992, two other groups have reported 300 GHz (/T) 

Schottky-gate HEMT device performance^. Due to the high electron 

velocity and the low parasitic resistance, the HEMT is the fastest three- 

terminal device in the world and will probably remain so for some 

time to come. 

15 
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1.4 Synopsis 
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contacts. 

Chapter 5 details the DC and RF performance of the single- and 

double-doped p+-GaInAs/n-AlInAs/GaInAs JHEMT with gatelengths 

of 0.2um and 0.15um, respectively4*1, in particular, the threshold 

voltage uniformity is examined along with the influence of the barrier 

layer thickness on the threshold voltage. A one-dimensional transport 

model is presented to predict the forward current in the gate diode. 

The results suggest that the forward current in the p+-GaInAs/n- 

AlInAs/GalnAs JHEMT is dominated by tunneling through the 

AlInAs barrier layer and not by thermionic emission over the barrier. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the most important findings in this 

investigation and presents a few suggestions for future work in the 

area of InP-based JHEMTs. Appendix A contains the derivation of the 

lumped-element model for the JHEMT. input impedance discussed in 

Chapter 2. Next, Appendix B presents the doping concentration as a 

function of flow rate obtained in the MOCVD reactor used to regrow 

the ohmic contacts. Then, Appendix C gives a detailed process traveler 

of the mm-Wave JHEMT process. Appendix D contains a plot of 

depletion depth versus doping for a given surface potential. Appendix 

E contains the HP basic program written by this author to calculate the 

gate-diode current in the JHEMT. Appendix F contains the bias 

dependent model parameters of the double-doped JHEMT with various 

gatelengths (0.15,0.33, and 0.48um). 
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Chapter 2 
Design of nun-wave JHEMTs 

A cross section of the p-GalnAs/n-AIInAs/GalnAs JHEMT is 

shown in Figure 2.1. 1*. device may be divided into two regions- the 

S* region (hnmediately under the gate metal) and the access regions 

O.etween the gate and the ohmic contacts). The two regions have 

different surface potentials as shown in the associated band diagrams 

To achieve a high performance device, bom regions must be effective* 
designed. 7 

The design of mm-Wave JHEMTs begins with a derivation of 

the Lever Kule which governs the transfer of elections from me donor 

layer to the channel. Second, the design criteria pertaining to me access 

regmns are discussed.   Next, a one-dimensional threshold voltage 

-Pde.   is   fully   developed.      Afterwards,   a   lumped-element 

approximation for the input impedance of the JHEMT is derived 

Finally, the five design philosophies of the gate region are presented.   ' 

2.1 The Lever Rule Layer Design Model 

The Uver Rule model: dictates the distribution of elections in a 

modulation-doped heterostiucture. Given Knowledge about the (5- 

doped, donor layer, the model provides guidance when choosing the 

auctaesses of me spacer layer and barrier layer required to achieve a 

certain election concentration in the channel.   The model assumes 
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Gate Region 

Access Region 

Gate Region Band Diagram 

Gate 

Distance from the surface (nm) 

Access Region Band Diagram 

Distance from the surface (nm) 

these regions are ako shown associated band diagrams of 
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SfT//?'?" A  I""57 band  diaSram  of the modulation-doped 
AUnAs/GalnAs heterojunction used to derive the Lever Rule. 

only that the donor impurities are fully ionized. 

The modulation-doped band structure for the model is given in 

Figure 2.2. The thicknesses d2 and di are the thicknesses of the barrier 

and spacer layers, respectively. The sheet electron concentrations nd 

and ns are electron concentrations in the donor and channel layer, 

respectively. ^ is the Schottky barrier height on the wide-bandgap 

material (e.g. AlInAs), and AEC is the conduction band discontinuity at 

the heterojunction as defined in Chapter 1. The value En is the 

distance from the conduction band edge at the hetero-interface to the 

Fermi level as shown in the figure. Lee and coworkers* have shown 

that En may be given by the following linear approximations: 
EFx=&EF0(T)+ans [2.1] 

where: 

AEro(T) is the zero-intercept of the linearized £„(/!,) 
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function, note: AEn(30QK) = 0 
a is the slope of the linearized En(ns) function. 
ns is the 2-DEG concentration. 

The rest of the analysis comes from applying Poisson's equation and 

Gauss' Law to the band structure. Tne electric field, E„ may be written 
as: 

f-9". 

where e, is the dielectric constant in the large handgap matertal (e g 

AlInAs). A, T=300K, the potentials in the struck at 300K may be 
summed to obtain the following ^ which        „, ^ 

An approximate solution in the case of the AlInAs system is obtained 

by recognizing that 
—"■+an. ** —£■ . 
q        '      q [24] 

This estimate is good for AlInA«/raT«A„   •       ^ 5 «" ror AunAs/GalhAs smce 4>fr=0.6eV, A£c=0.52eV 
and an,=0.20eV for n =l;dOl2rm-2    Tk .     . 

n.  1*10 cm .   The error in this approximation 
increases with n, but even at Wh „k,      , „    u* even at nigh channel concentrations, say 

3*10« W, the approximation (equation [2.4]) is still acceptable. With 

the help of equation [2.4], equation [2.3] may be re-written (for the case 
when V,=0)as: 

^ ^     * °i [25] 
Substituting equation [2.2] into [2.5]: 

e,     ' [26] 
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Next, a relationship between E2 and nd is developed. 

If the donor impurities are assumed to be fully ionized, then the 

field lines of the ionized charges in the donor layer are terminated by 

either charge in the channel or charge at the surface. From Gauss' Law, 

the electric fields emanating from the planar-doping region can be 

described by: 

£z + £i=-^- [27] 
£2 

which with the help of equation [2.2] may be written as: 

*-?-* [28] 
fc2 fc2 

Next substitute equation [2.8J into [2.6] and solve for n„ and one gets: 

n. =• nd [29a] 

or equivalently, 

Equation [2.9] is the called the Lever Rule. Clearly, the barrier layer 

must be larger than the spacer layer in order to transfer the majority of 

the free carriers in the donor layer to the channel. In the limit as % is 

made very large, one obtains: 

For a high barrier-to-spacer thickness ratio, the model predicts that all 

the free electrons in the donor layer will transfer to the channel. 
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12 Access Region 

*- ^TT ^ ^ " ^ — «*" °< - »Mr 
Fust, the access region sheet resistance must be mining ta 

order to minimi« me _„ ^ ^ ™J 

277 ~ *""* -dCTice *-~ - -^ available charge in the access region 

d^o/th  dev,ce,naybeseenbyusingnodal 

smaU^gnal equivalent circuit model to obtain* 

T« = W + r,"~ [ZU] j 

g- ft./?. + C" <*. + *,) [2J2J j 

n*. fest term is the mttnsic delay associated with chareine*  ,    • 
capacitance.   The second ^ . mth *«S»S the devxce , 

"urte resistance, and are Dartiriiiari« £ 
important when the eatelpn^K •      .                                  particularly 

the gatelength is reduced.  Tne source resistance mav ! 

be expressed as:                                                                     »«nice may *,, 

nd «, tem js ^ coMact ^ «■ & 

addressed in ChaDter 3   n«, i w*"cn is 

thedramresista^L   Jo eXPreSSi0nmaybeWri,tenfor 
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sheet resistance (Rshacc) must be minimized.    The channel sheet 

resistance in the access region is given by: 

^sh.ace ~' 
a 

[114] 
(tf -H. *",.„«) [square) 

Therefore, this design requirement demands both high electron 

mobility and high electron concentration for minimal sheet resistance 

in the access region. 

Design Philosophy #A2: Maximize the Current Drive Capability 

The higher gate barrier of the p+-AHnAs JHEMT allows a higher 

forward  turn-on voltage and, thus, the device may operate in 

enhancement mode.    In such cases, as the gate is biased more 

positively, additional electrons are induced in the channel (under the 

gate) and the channel current increases, until one of the following 

occurs: 1) the gate diode turns on, 2) parasitic MESFET conduction5 ' 

occurs in the AlInAs donor layer, or 3) the electron velocity saturates in 

the access regions6 (limiting the available current through the device). 

The first two points are addressed in section 2.3.3, but, the third point is 

the focus here.   The current (per unit gate width) flowing from the 

source to the drain is continuous at any point along the channel and 

may be written as: 

I = qns(x)v(x) (%J [2151 
where: 

q is the electron charge (C) 
/I,(x) is the sheet electron concentration (cm'2} 

v(x) is the electron velocity (c/%). 
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B. maximum current which may flow ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

4-"''V"' <%,) [2.16] 

z *rr-maxtaum numbCT °f *■—**-> * *< -g.cn, a„ travehng al ^ dectron MturaHon veiMjty ^   ^ 

the gate is ab,e to accumulate martv more Wgh velodty 

access regions can no« support the addition* current.  Consequent,, 

*e access region resistance rises drama«^ causing ^ * 

««(e* A,0 to degrade. Ifcerefore, to suppress this phenomena, 

the access region must be designed for high elect™, concentration. 

23 Gate Region 

T** design of the gate region begins with me derivation of a 

one-dimensiona, thresho* voitage mode, which is used to predict 

threshold voluge. Next, a iumped-eiement mode, of the faput 

■mpedance is discussed which ,eads to an expression for the gate 

resistance of the JHEMT.  Finallv n,a A   • maUy' ** desig* philosophies of the gate 
region are examined. 

2.3.1 Threshold Voltage Model 

GaJ", ^T** a ^^ VOlta§e m°deI h derfVed * «- P+- 
GalnAs/n-AHnAs/GalnAs JHEMT based on the linearized E1> 

function, inen a modified threshold voltage model is established in 

order to accurately predict the threshold voltage of the P+-GaInAs/n- 

AUnAs/GalnAs JHEMTs discussed in Chapter 5. 
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JHEMT Threshold Voltage Model 

The planar-doped p+-GaInAs/n-AUnAs/GaInAs JHEMT is the 

structure chosen for this calculation. The energy band diagram and 

electric field of the structure are plotted in Figure 2.3. The following 

two assumptions are used in the following analysis: i) the donor 

impurities are fully ionized, and ii) the depletion approximation is 

valid. 

Applying Gauss's Law to the channel, the electric field in the 

spacer layer may be related to the 2-DEG concentration as: 
= S!L [2.17] 

62 

where e2 is the dielectric constant in AUnAs. Also from Gauss's Law, 

the electric field in the barrier layer may related to both the donor sheet 

density and to the back depletion in the gate layer: 

or more simply, 
NA*P=nd-ns [218b] 

This expression is nothing other than a statement of charge 

conservation in a closed system with no emerging electric field. 

Equation [2.18b] may be solved to obtain the back depletion into the gate 

layer 

Next, by solving Poisson's equation under the gate contact, the 

potentials in the system are related by: 
29 
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^-v.-^+^L-isA+ffli+iai-^+^.o      [220] 2e, q e2 £2 £2 q J 

where £, is the dielectric constant in the GalnAs. Equation [2.20] may 

be simplified and rewritten by using equations [2.1] and [2.19], and 

recalling EF0 = 0 at 300K: 

♦«-".-^^-^^^K-^-o    Pal ZiV^fc, t2 fc2 

By definition, the threshold voltage is defined as the gate voltage at 

which the channel sheet concentration, nt, approaches zero, on 
VrtSV,|n% [2221 

Applying [2.22] to [2.21] and solving for the threshold voltage, Vrt, one 

obtains: 

Equation [2.23] is the threshold voltage expression for the planar-doped 

p+-GaInAs/n-AUnAs/GaInAs JHEMT. In this expression, fK is the 

energy from the conduction band to the Fermi level in the gate layer 

and is limited by the magnitude of the energy bandgap of the p-type 

semiconductor. For high acceptor concentrations, the second term in 

[2.23] vanishes and the threshold voltage varies linearly with the 

thickness of the barrier layer, d^. 

It is often desirable to replace the planar-doped donor layer by a 

thin, uniformly doped donor region. This allows high electron 

mobility for very thin spacer layers (see Chapter 5 and see reference7). 

Instead of nd (cm'2) electrons in the donor layer, there are now 
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",d„K>, electrons, where  «,  is  the finite  ^^ Qf ^ 

unfiormly-doped donor ^  ^ new structure ^ caued ^ 

P w-^d fPPD; /H£Mr, „ ^ ^ band diagram ^ 
^d are plotted in Rgure 2.4.   ^ ^^ ^ rf ^ ^ 

JHEMT easily derived and given by: 

2^f, £2        ^~    . [224] 

where*eex,r,(fourth)termisattributedtothepotentjai 

the uniformly-doped donor region. < 

back ,aT-y' l0r eXtIemely "* aCCePtOT »"Radons where the j 
back depiehon into the «a. approaches zero „, .0, one obtains the 

ünear charge «cow model for Schotdcy HEMTs (where inherent the I 

depletion in the meta, is assumed to he zero,.   The Unear controf . 

model first introduced by Delagebeaudeuf and Linh« is fl 

«•S'-fo-v*) pis, 
where C, is the 2-DEG capacitance per unit area, V. „ ft. app]ied gate 

voltage. Despite the mode., simplicity, the linear behavior has been 

observed in AlGaAs/GaAs HEMTs at 12K». 

ModifledJHEMTThresholdVoltageModel 

In the previous threshold voltage mode! of the pWdoped 

and pseudo-pWdoped JHEMT, the purpose was to recognize the 

parameters which heavily influence the thresho.d voltage. Those 

mode, are extremely useful for that reason. However, the Unearned 
M»,) funcfion (i.e. equation [2.1], ^ ta ^ models ^ 
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Figure 2.4. Energy band diagram and electric field profile of the pseudo- 
planar-doped (PPD) p+-GaInAs/n-AlInAs/GaInAs JHEMT. Instead of a 
sheet of donor atoms, the donor region consists of N* (cm-3) over a. 
thickness, dn. 
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describes the movement of the Fermi Level as the 2-DEG in the 

channel vanishes".  Therefore, the threshold voltages calculated from 

the model inaccurately predict the threshold voltage.   The purpose 

here is to derive a relation which accurately describes the threshold 

voltage in the P+-GaInAs/n-AlInAs/GaInAs pseudo-planar-doped 
JHEMT. 

The analysis begins with recalling the definition of threshold 

voltage in equation [2.22] and constructing the energy band diagram 

with a flat-band condition in the channel. The energy band diagram 

and electric field profile are shown in Figure 2.5. The following 

assumptions are made in this new model: i) all donor atoms are 

ionized and their field lines are terminated on acceptor charges in the 

gate region, ii) at threshold, the channel behaves as if it were intrinsic 

and the Fermi level has moved near the center of the bandgap (i.e. 

EF* - Et/2), and iii) the depletion approximation is valid. 

Using Gauss's Law, we may write the following charge relation: 

Again, the back depletion into the gate layer may readily be found 

when the channel is depleted of free carriers- 

x -N"'d- 
"      NA [227] , 

Now, the potential in the system may be summed to obtain:    ' 

9FC     *      2ex        q     -^--^-^-*™=0        [228J 

which after canceling terms and substituting equation [2.27], may be 
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Figure 2.5. Energy band diagram and electric field profile of the pseudo- 
planar-doped (PPD) p+-GaInAs/n-AlInAs/GaInAs JHEMT at the 
threshold condition. Solving the electrostatics with the position of the 
Fermi Level near the middle of the energy gap leads to the accurate 
calculation of the threshold voltage 
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simplified to get 

Solving for the threshold voltage, one gets 

2N.e. P.      "       i«        CF,* [230] 2NA£\       e2      *     2e2 

Equation [2.30] is the modified threshold voltage equation for the 

pseudo-planar-doped JHEMT. As an example, the threshold voltage of 

wafer #V1307C (reported in Chapter 5) is estimated using the original 

charge control model and also calculated using the modified (flat-band 

condition) model. The results are listed in the table in Figure 2.6. The 

modified model developed here more accurately predicts the threshold 

voltage. The difference between the two models is accounted for by the 

relative position of the Fermi Level when the threshold condition is 

satisfied. In this case, the difference in the two models is £,/2=0.375eV. 

Measure 

Model 

Model 

Wafer V1307C 

50 Devices 

Charge C^trdiTnre^oidTolta^erModeJ 

Vth 

.76 to -.81V 

s*IafrBandlInresh1oia Wöltage ModeJ^I^H^Tiylf 

Figure 2.6. Threshold voltage model comparison with actual devices 
measure on wafer V1307C The Flat-Band Model (derived from S 
2.7) more accurately predicts the threshold voltage due to the corrected 
assumptions about the position of the Fermi Level. 
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2.3.2 JHEMT Input Impedance Model 

The use of a junction to modulate the 2-DEG introduces an extra 

gate resistance, in addition to the gate metal resistance, corresponding 

to the contact resistance of the gate metal electrode to the p-type gate 

region. The purpose of this section is to develop a simple expression to 

describe the input impedance of the JHEMT. 

Since the input signal applied from the feeding end of the gate 

propagates along the gate metallization to the other end, the gate has to 

be analyzed as a distributed network. Wolf11 developed the lumped- 

element model of the distributed network used for the Schottky-gate 

HEMT. However, this model does not account for contact resistivity 

from the metal to the semiconductor. Thus, the analysis of Wolf is 

expanded to include the additional gate resistance in the JHEMT. 

The gate finger of the JHEMT. is treated as an open-circuit 

transmission line.   The unit cell of the transmission line consists of a 

single series impedance along with a shunt-admittance.   The input 

impedance of the transmission line is then approximated by a power 

series expansion and a lumped-element approximation of the JHEMT 

input impedance is obtained. The cross-section, unit cell, and lumped 

element impedance model of both the HEMT and JHEMT is given in 

Figure 2.7.   The full mathematical derivation of the lumped element 

impedance model is given in Appendix A.     Consistent with Wolf's 

analysis (applied to the Schottky HEMT), the same reduced value of 

metallization resistance (one-third of the end-to-end dc resistance) 
37 
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Transmission Lin« Unit Cell: 

••• 

••• 

Cross-Section: 

Gate 

Transmission Line Unit Cell: 

•■• 

••• 

••• 

••• 

Lumped Element Approximation: 
Lumped Element Approximation: 
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and the total gate capacitance is obtained. However, an additional 

series resistance associated with the ohmic contact to the p-type region 

(Rg2) is present in the JHEMT lumped-element model. The magnitude 

of this resistance is proportional to the specific contact resistivity (in Q- 

cm2) of the gate metal to the p+-region and inversely proportional to 

the gate length. The scalability issues which arise due to the presence 

of this second gate resistance are addressed in the next section. 

Finally, the total gate resistance including the metal feed 

resistance may be written as: 

R
, = 

R
*M+{—) ~+-&- [231T '      ''*"   {W) 3n2    LgW 

l     J 

Experimentally, the feed resistance accounts for at least 10 percent12 of 

the total resistance and is not negligible. 

2.3.3 Gate Layer Design 

In past years, the junction barrier gate has not been the leading 

gate technology for IH-V FETs due to: (i) the additional gate resistance 

associated with the ohmic contact to the p-type region, and (ii) the hole 

injection from the gate into the channel. Further, back depletion intot 

the gate layer effectively increases the gate-to-channel separation. 

These three issues are addressed in the following five design 

philosophies. 

Design Philosophy #G1: Low Gate Contact Resistivity 

The gate metal-semiconductor contact should have a low contact 

resistivity.   As discussed in the previous section, the additional gate 
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M M 0.« 03 j 
Gatelength, Lg    (jim) 

Ä^ffiÄ£& ' Ver 8ate,en^ *» various 
(The contact resistivity vaW« ,,CÖ^    auoyea "'/tlAu metal contacts. 
Chavarkar and M. IS^^S^ ^ from • *«* by P. 

resistance, *,2, in the JHEMT is given by: 

'2    LtWt [232J 

TWore, as «he gatelength of the JHEMT is reduced, the gate contact 

resistivity becomes increasing more crucial. A plot of gate contact 
distance (in O^ versus gatelength fa ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

shown in Figure 2.8. TWs p,ot makes three important point, regarding 

*e design of the gate region of the JHEMT. First, at long gate,engths 

the contact area of the gate is high, making the gate contact resistance in 
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equation [2.31] small even for materials with higher contact resistivity. 

Second, at short gatelength such as 0.2um, the contact area of the gate is 

small, making the material selection of the gate material crucial to 

maintaining low gate contact resistance. Third, there is a distinct trade- 

off between having a high gate barrier and having a small gate contact 

resistance (Rg2), especially at short very gatelengths. Therefore, for 

example, it is quite difficult to design an enhancement-mode, O.lum 

gatelength JHEMT which operates at a forward gate voltage of IV and 

requires low gate resistance. 

Design Philosophy #G2; Optimize Gatewidth 

Further, the optimal gatewidth may be found by minimizing the 

expression for extrinsic gate resistance shown in equation [2.31]. 

Differentiating with respect to gatewidth leads to: 

**=(**<]     1 Pc 
dW   { W j'z-n1    LgW

2~° [233] 

which can be solved for optimum gatewidth: 

"WHzfe l2M] 

For the 0.2um gatelength, p+-GaInAs gate JHEMT {p^xlV1 &.cmz, 
,%=250Q/mm, n=2 fingers), the optimum gatewidth is 85um. For 

the 0.2um gatelength, graded p+-GaInAs/p+-AUnAs gate JHEMT 

(p^SxlQ^Q.cm1, **"/£=250ß/mm, n=2 fingers), the optimum 

gatewidth is 345um. The gatewidths chosen for the p+-GaInAs gate and 

the p+-GaInAs/p+-AlInAs gate JHEMT were lOO^m and 300um, 
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*'~   ^ [235] 

rroperty minimizing the back Hmi * 
reduced gate-to-charm.,1 • ^      " reSU"S fa «' 

gate-to-channel separation which increases th. .„«   • 
capacitance. Inching the acceptor „ ° ^ 

S me acceptor concentration also result. ,„ i 
contact resistivity. Forp--GaInAs ^^.3,     """-''■»T 
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diode increases with increasing acceptor doping up to a maximum, 

which is the energy bandgap of the gate material. 

Design Philosophy #G5: High-Aspect-Ratio/Fully Ionized Donor Layer 

There are two requirements of the modulation-doped layers 

under the gate layer.   First, the gate-to-channel separation must be 

scaled proportionately with the gatelength so an aspect-ratio» (V       , 

of at least 6 > maintained. This provides a high voltage gain (*) a„d 

a hrgh capacitance ratio (%), which assures hjgh power gajn_ 

Second, the thickness and doping of the donor layer are such that all 

the elections in the donor layer are depleted at equilibrium and remain 

depleted under any desirable bias condition (e.g. forward gate-voltages). 

This ensures that parasitic MESFET conduction will not occur?. 
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Chapter 3 
JHEMT Process Technology and Material Characterization 

The key to achieving uniformity in the gate region of the JHEMT is 

the preservation of the gate-to-channel separation. To this end, the 

fabrication process is designed such that the gate variations observed 

across a wafer are exclusively due to non-uniformities in the MBE growth. 

In this chapter, the fabrication process is described for the mm-Wave 

JHEMT including the regrowth process. This is followed by a summary of 

the two ohmic contact technologies utilized in this work to fabricate 

JHEMTs. Finally, the procedure used to characterize the JHEMT epitaxial 

structure is discussed. 

3.1 Fabrication Process 

The fabrication procedure of the JHEMT is influenced most heavily 

by the ohmic contact technology and the gate technology utilized. The 

source and drain contact may either be regrown or alloyed to achieve 

electrical contact to the 2-DEG of the JHEMT. The gate contact chosen 

may comprise either a refractory metal or a non-refractory metal (e.g. 

transition metal, noble metals), and may have been formed using either 

optical lithography or e-beam lithography. These technological choice» 

ultimately determine the fabrication procedure. This section focuses on 

the regrowth procedure, then discusses the JHEMT process using a non- 

refractory gate metal. 
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3.1.1 Regrozoth ofOhmic Contacts by MOCVD 

MOCVD «growth was accomplished by Main u   u    ■ 
Hän.buck of UCSB)    The ' ^ ^ **»* 

UCSB.)    The sources were trimethylindium (TMI) 
^gaiHum ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

l**~*****.-~. ^orga«^" 
17 as purchased from *Prod— <*«-" -I Bu^er temperatoes were ^ „ ^  ^ ^ ^ 

^uhHers^^^^,,^^        oys(w  ^ | 

theyarenuxedi^edia^up^^^ tor
KVd     " 

was impiemented t0 avoid any adduct formations that   "£* 

^^^^^»^"^««roup-Vsol 
Before «growing the contact iayers, the bu* fcGaAs d(^g 

character with TBA and disiiane were op,«   A „ ,pm 

disüane in hydrogen mixture is used for n do „ ,.     . v »« is used for n-doping of InGaAs. Linear 
yg behavior is observed for „oth ZnP and h,«^ ^ 

^^„„geofcondidons. - compress, Appendix 3!^ 

Plot of flow-rate of the disflane/hydrogen mixture versus carrier 

™    at peralure. .re.adveiyhighn.opingsa.ration 

of Sx^cm-3 m the InP is achieved when using TBP. Por the n-InGaAs 
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regrown contact layer a doping level of 2x10*3 cm-3 was employed. The 

best  undoped   Ino.53Gao.47As   epilayers   had   77K   mobilities   of 

59,000cm2/V-s and unintentional background impurity level of ö^xlO^ 

cm ■3 

At a growth temperature of 600°C and reactor pressure of 100 Torr, 

good selectivity was achieved and no deposition was observed on the 

oxide mask. The sample was initially heated up to 650°C for 3 minutes to 

remove the native oxide layer and produce specular morphology 

regrowth. Complete selectivity of the regrown InGaAs was obtained 

because of the increased diffusivity of the column ffl species at 100 Torr. 

The growth rate for regrown InGaAs epilayers in the device structure was 

approximately llA/sec. A V/m ratio of 22 ensures specular surface 

morphology at 100 Torr. A total gas flow rate of 5.5 slpm was found to 

yield a uniform film deposition in our system. 

The complete regrowth process is summarized in the flow diagram 

given in Figure 3.1. First, SiOx (typically, IOOOA) is deposited using an 

ECR Plasma-Therm™ oxide/nitride system. Using optical lithography 

and the ohmic level mask, the source and drain windows are opened in 

the lum-thick AZ P5214 resist. Next, the exposed oxide is etched back to 

the wafer surface using CF4 plasma (100W/300mT). The oxide etch-rate 

varied, but was typically 150-200Ä/minute. Once the oxide was believed 

to be removed, the sample was dipped into concentrated Buffered 

Hydrofluoric Acid (BHF or BOE3) for 5 seconds to ensure complete 

removal. Then, the gate layer(s), barrier layer, donor layer, spacer layer, 
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-r WL^^. 

P^.3-1-   H0W "**™ "P-—«ng the ohmic contact regrowth 
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Figure 3.2. Etch rate calibration of the phosphoric acid solution used 
during the ohmic region etch. From the slope of the line, the etch rate of 
the H3P04:H2Q2:H20 solution is 20Ä/s. The material used for the 
calibration is GalnAsrBe (p=5xl018 cm"3). 
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the gate region at a temperature of 330-340°C Since the ohmic contact 

alloy temperature is typically 350-355°C, the gate must be deposited after 

the ohmic contacts are alloyed. The cross-sections given in Figure 3.3 

summarize the main process steps used to fabricate the mm-Wave, p+- 

GalnAs/n-AllhAs/GalnAs JHEMT. 

Source/Drain Metal Contacts 

First, the source and drain contacts are deposited 

(M(100A)/AuGe(900A)/Au(2000A)) inane-beam metal evaporator. The 

surface oxide is removed by dipping the sample in BOE for 5 seconds and 

rinsed for 2 minutes prior to loading the sample in the evaporator. Then, 

these metal contacts are directly deposited on the p+-GaIhAs gate region. 

The deposition of the contacts on top of the p-region rather than recessing 

them into the p-region is the topic of discussion in section 3-2.2. 

Implant Isolation 

The wafer is selectively implanted with Boron atoms to isolate both 

the active devices and the test structures (e.g. TLM patterns). (The 

implant was accomplished by Bob Wilson of Hughes Research 

Laboratories). Isolation at this stage enables step-by-step monitoring of 

device parameters such as contact transfer resistance, sheet resistance, and 

current density throughout the rest of the process. The dose and energy of 

each implant (as shown in Figure 3.3) were selected to obtain a desired 

range and straggle of Boron impurities. 

Anneal 

The source and drain metal contacts are alloyed through the gate 
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Step 1: Source/Drain Metallization: 
Ni/AuGe/Au, 100A/900A/2000A 

Step 2: Implant Isolation (Boron)- 
DlOOkV, 2x1012 cm* 
2) 50kV, 1x1013 cn-2 

3) 20kV, 2x1013 cm-2 
4) lOkV, 5x1013 cm-2 

Step 3: Ohmic Contact Anneal: 
355° C, 50 seconds. 

fjB*J 

Pit 
(Alloyed* 

_2-DEG' 

1 

1 
9 

a 

S-ÄS *" "^ to <*** - P< 
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Step 4: Sub-micron, T-Shaped Gate Formation: 
Bi-Level Resist Process 
Ti/Pt/Au/Ni, 500A/500A/3000A/1000Ä. 

VXXXXXXXXXX 
^XXXXXXXXXX 
>»>V.xxxx> 
«WC.XXXX 
*xxx'D%xxx\ WWW     »>w3«\\\> /W\     ^xxx*   »xxxx 

WWW - >»>»^' 

<x** 

xxxxxxxxxx« 
xxxxxxxxxx* 
>>XX"XXXX* 

2-DEG ^ ^lo&c 
»ftflf 

Step 5: Mesa/Gate Pad Isolation: 
HsPO^OtfHzO, 3:1:50. 

ttltiV-Vlxx 
.    ^Alloyed; 

«««ass 
\\x\rvw\» 
xxxxlAxxx« XXXX      WV 
»Si»«»; 
xxxxxxxxxx' '■•i»mr 

Step 6: Gate Recess (Access Region) Etch: 
HsPO^CßHgO^HjO^HzO, 1:100:10:400. 

1XXXXXXXXXX 
*XXXXXXXXX> 
»>>xxxxxxx< ^xxx;o*x\xx »>xvN»xxx\ 
jx\x*t'»xx\x 
^xx\\%»xxxx 
^xxxxxxxxxx 
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 XJ 
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Figure 3.3. (continued) 
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Kgure 33. (continued) 
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resistance according to equation [A.9] (See Appendix A). In Figure 3.4, the 

metal end-to-end resistance of each gate geometry is given. Clearly, by 

utilizing a T-shaped gate, the metal gate resistance of a 0.2um gate JHEMT 

(or HEMD may be reduced by more than a factor of 3. The T-shaped gate 

is defined using a bi-level resist process.    The gate metal is 

(WO0A)/Pt(50oA),Au(3O00A)/Ni(imA)), where the Ni cap on the gate metal 

is included to protect the Au in cases where the mesa is dry-etched in a Cl2 

RLE. 

Gate Geometry 

• 1 « « 

T-shaped 

W 
ß/nun 

i&^-m-*' % 
■     •   _L_ 

12505 

aZL^^ end"t0-end **iStanCe °f ** <«Mm g^e With 

Isolation Mesa 

Then, the isolation mesa is defined using a stirred solution of 

H3PO4:H2O2:H20 (3:1:50). This isolation mesa etch in the JHEMT has two 

purposes. First, the mesa isolates the active region, similar to the 

Schortky-gate HEMT process. Second, this etch also undercuts the gate 

feed into the active region. Undercutting the gate feed effectively isolates 

the gate pad from the intrinsic device. Further, if the isolation mesa is 

defined using a Cl2 RLE., then the dry etch must be followed by a wet 
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etch in order to isolate the gate pad. 

Gate Recess Etch 

Afterwards, ft. accessions are defined using a settled     « 
acid-based solution of H,PO C H O •» n u „ '    ^ 

«,ra4.C,H,O,.»2O2:ff20 (1100:10:400). The dlric 
aawaspurcfiased^vw,^^^ ^^ 

figure 33. Ihe purpose of the gate reces, etch is two-foW. First the 

electrical gatelength is deterntined when the sate f   ., • 
Thi«*«     ^ 8     footpnnt is defined. I 
Th« differs from the Schottkv-eate HFvrr    .. 
rf^,    •       ,. ^^8ate HEMT'wh«e *e metal footprint « 
^esmeelecMcalgate.ength.Second.mesu^po^C '» 

*--P* surface^ are removed, reducing the channel i , 

--cemtheaccessregions. ^variation of the sheet resistance^ ' 

^«cessetehismemajntepicaddtessedmsecti.ma^ I 
Overlay Metal * 

Hna.lv, the overiay metal TOO0O*,«aO0O*,^»^ „ 3 

^.tedmorderteprovideagoodtiticlcconta^averforaHsuhse,!: * 

^»dpreven.theproh.fron.heingdamagedwhenmedevices: ; 

Tl.emterestedmaderisdirecte^teAppendixCwheremeJHEMT ^ 

^"^^-^-^ofmemamstepsdiscuasedh^ 

3.2 Ohmic Contact Technology: Contact Transfer 

The purpose of this section is to compare and 
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5001              '        ■'.!■■ i , , . , , . 
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*   •   -   '   i   i 
Etch Rate 8-9A/*: 

10 
J. 
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time, t   (sec) 

■ i ■ ■ ■ i 
50 

dJrin! ?d* ?atC Cahbration of ** citric acid based solution used 
during the recess (or access region) etch. From the slope of the line Ae 
etch ra e of the H3P OtfUkPrHtotoP solution* 8-9Ä/f ^e 
matenal used for the calibration is GaInAs:Be (p=3xl0l9 cm-3), 

results of the two ohmic contact technologies studied in this worfc^ 

specifically: i) non-alloyed regrown ohmic contacts, and Ü) alloyed AuGe 

ohmic contacts.   Both contact technologies were studied, on lum and 

0.2um gatelength JHEMTs. 

3.2.1 Regrown Ohmic Contacts 

Non-alloyed regrown (n+-GaInAs) ohmic contacts were studied on 

two single-modulation-doped wafers. The regrown regions of both 

wafers start approximately lOOA into the channel as discussed in section 
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3.1.1. The contact ^ferresistanceofthetw 

FieureT*   TU Wdrere ls summarized in 

**»«. ^»ntarttansferresistanceoflhewaferawasa45imdo5 

delay (dominated by ^ _„ ^ ^ ^       J~ 

»I 

••> 

3.2.2 Alloyed Ohmic Contacts | 

AUoyed ohmic contacts were extensively studied on the p-- 
C^n-^,^^^^   ^^^ 

GalnA,   gate region ^^^ ^ ^ 

-P.es   ^econ^^^^^^^J- £ 

it r    ^isoia,ion *■"-"« «— «-• * »macs, s,mply pIadng them on fc ^ ^^       ! * 

wafer consisted of TLM structure, fabricated bv recessine the 

150A into fteZOOA-thick gate region On bo* 8 e region. On both samples, the contacts were 
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alloyed under various condition to determined the minimum contact 

transfer resistance obtainable. 

The highlights of the TLM experiments are given in Figure 3.7. 

TLM data at 350°C for both samples with and without recessed contacts 

are shown in the top of the figure. The data indicates that similar contact 

transfer resistance may be obtained whether the ohmic contacts are 

recessed into the p-region or not. Further, in the bottom of the figure, the 

contact transfer resistance is plotted versus alloy temperature. At 350°C, 

the contact transfer resistance of the two samples is very similar. But at 

temperatures below 350°C, the contact transfer resistance is lower for the 

test sample compared to the control sample. This is attributed to the fact 

that the non-recessed contact must, first, alloy through the p+-region 

before low contact transfer resistance to the channel is obtained. 

Technologically speaking, the non-recessed ohmic contact is more 

advantageous for the JHEMT structure. First, no precise recess etching of 

the metal contacts is required, thus reducing the complexity of the 

fabrication process. Second, eliminating the contact recess etch eliminates 

the trenching at the source and drain contact edge during the gate recess 

etch. The trenching occurs because the lift-off mask is undercut during the 

contact recess etch. Once, the undercut exists, the gate recess etch 

removes more of this undercut region causing a trench in the final device 

profile. The trench is evident in the cross section shown in Figure 3.8. 

This trenching effectively increases the source and drain resistance, 

increasing the total transit-delay through the device. 
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-y * 034287+ 038727X R» 0.99988 
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Kgure 3.7.   TLM data for recess «K   • 
recessed ohmic contacts for the^SÄ 'S"01 (15°A) *"<* *<>»- 
The contact transfer resistance of SieS^S/.n"AUnAs/GaInAs JHEMT 
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Recessed Ohmic Contacts 

After Ohmic Contact Metallization: 

^—IRA»<^> 

2-DEC 

After Gate Recess Etch: 

Trench 

fe^ 
M)EG ̂ fcfflS 

Non-Recessed Ohmic Contacts 

After Ohmic Contact Metallization: 

IM _E^ 
2-DEG 

After Gate Recess Etch: 

ml 
2-DEG 

Figure 3.8. Cross section of the JHEMT with recessed ohmic contacts 
(Left) and non-recessed ohmic contacts (right). The trenching which 
occurs in the recessed ohmic contact structure effectively i) increases the 
source and drain access resistance, and ii) limits the maximum channel 
current. 

33 Material Characterization 

As stressed in the previous two chapters, the large barrier potential 

of the p+-gate region in the JHEMT depletes the carriers in the channel. 

However, as this p+-gate region is removed the barrier potential is 

reduced continuously to a minimum value equal to the surface potential 

of the exposed AUnAs. Hence, carrier depletion in the channel region is 
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removed, until the channel is etched away. Once this material profile of 

the JHEMT is determined: i) the quality of the material is verified by 

accurate knowledge of the electron mobility and channel sheet charge, and 

ii) the sheet resistance profile provides guidance (during the gate recess 

etch) to obtain the minimum sheet resistance in the source and drain 

access regions. 

The material profile of the double-doped JHEMT (Wafer #V1401) is 

shown in Figure 3.9. The x-axis of this plot is primarily in time (seconds) 

and secondarily in units of etch depth (A) fas calculated from the 

approximate etch rate known from the slope in Figure 3.5]* . The plots 

may be broken up into three regions as shown in the figure. In the first 

region, the increase in sheet resistance is because the conductance drops 

slightly as the p+-region is etched away.   This continues until the 

remaining p+-surface layer is fully depleted. Across the second region, the 

surface potential drops with an attendant increase in the channel carrier 

concentration and electron mobility. The net result of the lower surface 

potential is lower sheet resistance. In the third region, thep+-region is 

completely removed and the barrier layer is slowly etched away. As the 

barrier-to-spacer thickness ratio decreases, the electron concentration in 

the channel decreases (see equation [2.9b]) and, subsequently, the sheet 

resistance increases. 
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3.4 Conclusion^ 

The end-to-end resistance comparison of the T-shaped gate and the 

triangular-shaped gate suggests that the T-shaped gate must be utilized in 

order to achieve low gate resistance. The high contact transfer resistance 

of the regrown ohmic contacts (0.45-0.5O-mm) reflects the immaturity of 

the regrowth technology and is not yet suitable for mm-wave devices. 

The TLM study of alloyed ohmic contacts suggests that equivalent contact 

resistance may be achieved with or without recessing the source and drain 

contacts into the p+- gate layer. Finally, the material profile of the sheet 

resistance, mobility and carrier concentration versus etch time provides a 

means to characterize the material as well as calibrate the required gate 

recess etch. 
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«formesaisolado, r*e Nation mesa was achieved uTingRIT 

w th chjonne. & standard JHEMT wafer, sample B, was auovea 
strip heater at 370° C for q«^    A  , ^ 0n a 

-onepiece^3rc^PleT°,SamPteA--- H 7 oou  e for 3 seconds (sample A 3sm    u-i    , 
other piece was Jpff««     »      , ^«npie A-350) while the 

piece was left non-alloyed (sample A-0). 1 

I^el-Vcharacteristics of ^ x 150-^ devices fron, h „ 
A-0 and sample B-370 ar„ «u        . b0th SamPIe 

«"«pie D-J/U are shown in Fieure 4 ?   n-j    • 
Ptach-off characterise and«-  , ^evtces show good 

Aplotof,  andTv 'ranSCOndUCtaCeandcU"»^-^. 

reglwnl "(^"5V)0fal'UnXl^^wiI 
regrown ohnuc contacts (sample Ami.   t _    • ("uipie A-0) is shown in Finn» a *    _ 
maximum e   of *. 1 "gure 4.3.   The 

'" 0f "» 1-W» gate length devices ran»rf , 
240mS/mm ged from 22°- 

For sample A-0, with regrown ohmic 

contact resistance and channel sheet resistance ** 
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°**       1        1-5       2        2.5 
Dram Voltage, Vds   (V) 

1 2 3 4 

Drain Voltage, Vds (V) 

X)'.%^=Äacrt;isSv A-°(bottom'" - ^ *- 
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0 
-1.8 

ohms per square. Thus, the source resistant f 
B-370 were .fa««        A 

SampIe M «* s**Ple Were Slmilar ^d calculated to be 0 7^ o , lu De u-' «3 i2-mm and n «ä n — 
respectively. In addition, the s-pan»,*, ^' 
for sample ^ vieM.        ,   PMmeterS Were meas«»d *». 1-40 GHz 

f^ A"°'^"8 v^ of 22 GHz and 73 GHz for the r/) aid 
(/«) of the device, respectively which      ..   . ( *' 
ieng^of^ PeCt,Vely'Wh,Chare^°'HEMTSwithagate 
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Chapter 4 

voltages achieved. The gate-drain diode characteristics of the devices 

shown in Figure 4.2 are presented in Figure 4.4. The two-terminal gate- 

drain breakdown voltage of sample A-0 is approximately 31V, which is 

40% higher than the 22V breakdown measured for sample B-370. The 

two-terminal gatedrain breakdown of sample A-350 was 20% lower than 

sample A-0 but was still better than the gate-drain breakdown of any 

device from sample B-370. 

The two-terminal off-state breakdown has been attributed to impact 

ionization of electrons injected from the gate into the channel*. Further, 

the ionization rate rises exponentially with increasing electric field*. The' 

high two-terminal breakdown voltage obtained for both sample A-0 and 

sample B-370 is attributed to (i, reduced electron injection from the 

»depleted gate into the channel (which suppresses impact ionization), 

and (Ü) the potential drop across the gate depletion region under reverse 
bias. 

A detailed analysis of the improved breakdown was not 

undertaken. However, one possible explanation has been proved in a 

gernalized two-dimensional simulation by Mizuta et al*. In this work they 

analysed the effect of the surface potential on the drain electric field of 

GaAs MESFETs.  An increasing surface potential (increasing negative 

charge on the surface) relieved the electric field at the gate and enhanced it 

at the drain. We believe that the drain field can be further enhanced if the 

contact metal was spiked as is the case for alloyed contacts. This could 

cause premature breakdown of the gatedrain diode. 
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-28     -as     -is     .„ 
Gate Voltage, Vgd 

figure 4 4     Rnr, 

;      nnuc con*acts (sample B-370). 
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2345g   
Drain Voltage, Vds (V) 8 

F. ——  '««age, Vds (V) 

^tijiurrinaion-s,atebreakdow"v^geWith v-^mv '**     n- The device is bia«^ =.+, . ** ~ ~^50V 
current, then the drain vohag^ Sw£"tdy ^ *e ™ channel 
occurs. aSe« wept until catastrophic breakdown 

™e most important breakdown voltage for efficient b        • 

operation „ the three temtina. breakdown vo tage   WeT      ! ^ 

*—*~—-* aS the dri ::a;;
dt;::T 

temunal off-state breakdown voteKeofahm.   ,„   . 
was 28V . j •     . ^      deVice from *«>Ple A-0 was 28V and is shown in Figure 4 5    Th» * 

breakdown voitage differs fron,! t! ^ """^ 

voltage by the pinch off ^ ^^ breakd°™ 
8    7      ^^'^»^W-dtoftegateelertrode- 

«Ü 

«, 
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This indicates tha, the three-terminal off-state breakdown is dominated by 

the same mechanism as the two tennina! gate-drain breakdown. 

We define the three-terminal on-state breakdown voltage as the drain 

voltage at which catastrophic breakdown occurs when the device is biased 

at /«-«tf.   The on-state breakdown voltage characteristic for bod, 

sample A-0 and sample B-370 is shown in Figure 4.6. The catastrophic 

three-terminal on-state breakdown voltage occur, at 4V for sample B-370 

and increased to TV for sample A-0. Tne source-drain spacing of sample 

A-0 and sampie B-370 were 3.7um and 4pm, respectively.  TT,e shorter 

source-drain spacing for sample M is due to lateral undercut during the 
etch prior to regrowth. 

The behavior jus, before catastrophic breakdown occurs for toe two 

samples is different. The drain current of sample B-370 exhibits sharp 

breakdown behavior, whereas the drain current of sample A-0 exhibits 

soft breakdown behavior (in the form of slowly increasing drain current) 

before sharply breaking down. The increase in drain current (over the 

drain voltage range of 6-7V) for sample A-0 is registered as negative gate 

current, which is consistent with either electeons (injected from the gate 

mto «he channel) or holes (swept from the channel into the gate), Injection 

of electrons from the gate is unlikely due to the undepleted p+-gate region 

Therefore, the increase in on-state breakdown voltage for the test sample 

» attnbuted to suppressed hole current in the channel This hole current 
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^ 0ri8taate fr0m « tap«. Nation in the chan„el    „ 
electric field is reached anH /    ,•-,,. hen a <*«<*' 

In gene.it (0JnieCti0nfr0m thedrai"—- 

■—.i:; :::rdov™vo,tase * - - -—* ße aue t0 ^e source current whi^u ,• 
device is turned on   THP "^ Wluch ls Present when the 

- - ™ :ity"r:;; r* "-* -—-*- 
*-* - at the J1 ^ * IT": " ^ '"* *" «" 
non-unifo^ (,, _, ,^~-*- —«** 

channel.   In the case nf   + throughout the /I 

Seeterminal breakdown characteristics,      , ""^»Pe™ 3 

^Snon-a^resro^nC;;       0bSerVedtaSamPleA-°^ 

^ Ji^Tt;^^ « — studied is 

8     ed over J50Ä to a P+-GaInAs (3x10» „„-3, caD   _ . ,„. 

-** is inched to «duce the gate contact resisdv *\ " 

e,-aver suture was grown by Mark Mondr, J^'.      ^ 
ry ot UCSB using a Solid 
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Source MB, ^ elecfron mobility and sheet densi(y „ ^ 

-VVs^W, ^MOCVD«^^J 
previously discussed in Section 3.1. 

Device processing of the regrown sample begins with the re. 

l^MthewCleVe,maSkf0there8roWnre8i0nS- —- 
02r 

0hmiCrom—P^- Nex.atrfangular.shaped 
0.2pm gate „eta! s«pe of Ti/Au/Ni „ depo5ited > 

"TIT8ate metaI " -—-- - - - "* ~i 
^^.«he^eispanerned^iso.adonanda.nesaiae.cnedBy 

rT 8aS- "^"W^•—ürW-J 
*e acuve reg.cn. SEM micrographs of the „^ gate ^ ^ ^ 
«ev.ce structure are 5h0lvn ta Rgure 4 g whfire to       Qwn 

reg.ons»d^v^caUidewallofthemesaarenoticeabfefeatures 

bottom figure. 

Aplofof fcmd /iVersU5 ^^ofaO^mxSOpmdevice 

,shOWninHgure4.9. ^ethresholdvo.fageis-S.VandthefuUch^e, 
current is 450mA/mm . The -& .  at „ .. „, .  ,sn_c,       ^™el 

^     '- at V*-1-5V is 250mS/mm and the 
.—. «. is SOOmS/mm at w  ^ ,ow ^^ 

annbutedtothehighga.to^e,^^^^^^ 

»mpressionnear-lVisdue^onsetofparaUelconducdonina.eA^ 
donor laye* ^ threshold vo.tage of the JHEMT is established by the 

2 °f "" barrier layer - ~ - - ** ««into 
the p+-gate region. 

K> 
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SSTht^ SEM T*0^1* of ** °-2^ triangular-shaped gate (top) 

as is the dry-etched, vertical sidewall of the mesa. Y 
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^•0 -3.0 
0.0 •20 -T5 Tn 0 

Gate Voltage, V    (V) 
Figure 4.9.  DC e   anrf /   w ./    r      , 

conduchon in the AIInAs donor reeion SIVKI^   Ue to P"aiIel 

^-'-^«-^ce and channe, sheet stance were 

rZir;e ap™y °-s — -«- - « 
respechveiy. ^ »urce and drain resist is determined fron, forward 

» IT? 
s"parameter meas~ ,o - ^»»°-) - 

1™ ParaSmC reSiSUnCe iS d°— * - "**• 
contact wer res.tar.ee which was measured from TLM patterns to he 
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used. 

A plot of the gate-drain diode characteristic is shown in figure 4.10. 

The two terminal reverse breakdown voltage is -19V. The high 

breakdown behavior is similar to the lum gatelength devices discussed in 

the previous section. The three-terminal off-state breakdown voltage is 15 

volts and, once again, differs from the two-terminal reverse breakdown 

voltage by the applied pinch-off voltage. The three-terminal on-state 

breakdown characteristic is shown in Figure 4.11. The three-terminal on- 

state breakdown voltage is 5.2V for a source-drain spacing of 2.7um 

compared to 7V for the lum gatelength JHEMT with a spacing of 3.7um. 

The microwave S-parameters were measured on-wafer using a 

Wiltron 360 Network Analyzer. A plot of gain versus frequency 

(V*=1.4V, Vg=-2AV)is given in Figure 4.12 revealing the (/T) and (/„„) 

of 0.2um gatelength device to be 62GHz and 105GHz, respectively. In 

addition, the S-parameters were measured versus drain bias from 0.8V to 

1.8V at V„=-1.3V. The bias dependence of RF cut-off frequencies for the 

0.2um JHEMT is shown in Figure 4.13. The peak {ft) is 62GHz at V^LSV 

and the peak (/_) is 108GHz at V>1.8V. The cut-off frequency trends 

are consistent with the analysis of Hughes and Tasker7. 
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p- Gate VoItage, V* (V) figure 410   Tyc   u &     ' 
^^ima~'riMa 0f fte Strain diode for the a*» 
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1-25 L5        1.75 
Drain Voltage, Vds (V) 

Figure413.SmaUsignalcut^fffrequencies,(/T)andf/   ) 
bias of the 0.2um P+-AlTn A« «♦. ruk^       V t} XJw)r 

'•2Mm P+-AUnAs gateJHEMT. 
versus drain 
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4.3 Synopsis of the n+ A IT  *  , 

P thep •AlInAs/n-AlInAs/GalnAsJHEMT 
he hl$h gate potential of the „+ A,T A 

/HEMT is reflected in the h« h / P ^^/-AHnAs/GalnAs Q m the ^gh forward turn-on vnif 
4.10. This is desirable for enh» * "** fa ***« e *or enhancement-mode JHEMTc, u- u 
for high speed digital anH   •    , *JHEMs w^ch are suitable 

conduction in the AlInAs  Th»      ^     orman<* and suppress parallel 

* «-» *e W h 'O7,™S,C8ate^^ce(03pF/nun)/wWch     . 
1PFW. Sh freqUenCy 8ate ™-e design n* of 

In the Chapter 5. the following aspects are add       A 

^resis^ce^e,^ J   ^rea^-ed. ** the 

— resist, md L^^ ~**—•"-- 

—-* contacts ^ he «£?£??*"*""« 

— ^-„caela.arel"^I""! ** 
contact transfer resistance, (11) lowering ^  ."" * W *"-» *« 

-W the device geometrv.   ™rd ^ "' ^ W 

«*—»the eplUxiaCde!! an "" ""° " *•"* * 
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the barrier layer thickness. 
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P ^^«-AltaAs/GalnAs JHEMT, 

Inthetethalfoflhe 

^vantages of ft. p+.GaInAs 
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including (i) ,ower gate resistance, (ii, reduced threshold voltage, and (hi, 

a more flexiMe fabrication process, The foHowing sub-secrions look at the 

advantages of removing the p-AUnAs from me JHEMT structure and 

summarize the electrica! quality of the single-doped P+-GaInAs/n- 

AHnAs/GahAs JHEMT material grown. 
5.7.2.2 Material Advantages 

The band diagrams of the P*-GaInAs/n-AlInAs/GaInAs JHEMT 

and the p-AHnAs/n-AUnAs/GalnAs JHEMT are overlaid in Figure 5 j 
Fust, by me removing the p*.^, ^ valence bmd ^^ ^ 

the pMJalnAs/p-AlInAsheterojuncdon is eliminated. This reduces the 

gate contact resistivity and, subsequently, the gate contact resistance 

Recall from Figure 2.8, the lower contact resistivity is most significant a, 
short gatelengths. 

Second, the thickness of the gate layer may be reduced by 

eliminating the p.-AUnAs from the gate region.  This, consequently 

allows »he gate recess etch to be achieved using wet etching as the gate 

undercut is reduced. Subsequent*, the triangular-shaped gate used in the 

previous chapter (see Figure 4.8) may be replaced by a T-shaped gate 

which has one-third the metal end-te-end resistance. Recall from Chapter' 

2, mis direcdy results in one-third the RF gate metal resistence. IWbre 

the total gate resistance can be reduced by utmzing a singIe ^      ' 

GalnAs gate layer. 
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n^d. the ohmic contacts to the- 3 

^too^toachieveiowconri TS^T'the8ate,a^ ^^o^cco^^^^-es^^^ 

Finally, the p+-GainABi 

*1*r were doped from /     *»«* for the JHEMT, in ^ ch;pter were *- *- 3-0, :zr!t *e ^ .* * 
»"»<* —acceptor. «* —■•**>■„,, 

^fc»« gate contact resistance 

** 

** 
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high« accept doping resuUs fa ,ess bad( depieaon_ md 

lower threshold voltage. First, the back depletion from „^^ 

.aye« i„t0 ^ gate region ^ ^^ proportjonai ^ ^ acceptM 

- *e gate layer (according to equation t2.19),.   The back deletion 

effectively increases the gate-to-channel separation, which degrades the 

aspect ratio of the device. Thereto«, by simply increasing the acceptor 

dopmg in the gate region from 5x10" cm-3 to MO» ^-3,«. „^ ^ 

of the/HEMTis unproved by 45percentt. Second, thesecond-term in ft. 

derived expression for threshold voltage (equation [2.23]), is inversely 

proportional to the acceptor doping in the gate. rhis ^ „ ^^ „ 

*e gate is doped extremely high (e.g. wo» ^ „, ^ ^^ 

voltage is less negative. 

5.1.1.2 Material Characterization 

^-^opedp.-GalnAs/n.AUnAs/GalnAsJHEMT structure   ' 

* shown in the topofFigure5.2. AUfour structures we« grown by r m 

of Hughes Research Laboratories.   The thickness chosen for the gate 

region was 200Ä for all the wafers studied. Further the donor Uyer sheet 

charge was constant at 6xl0*cm-a, but the thickness of the donor layer 

was varied.   The tab,e given in the middle of the figure shows ^ 

venations in gate-.ayer doping, and layer thicknesses of the four waters 

studied.  For each of the gate layers studied, the depletion due to the 

surface potential plus the back depletion was !ess than 100M The Hall 

data of the four p-GalnAs/n-AlInAs/GalnAs JHEMT wafers is tabulated 

m the bottom of Figure 5.2. The accuracy of the tabulated sheet resistance 
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is within 10% of the actual value sheet resistance measured on the device 
wafer. 

As shown in the hall measurements for thin spacer layers, the 

mobility is lower for a planar-doped donor region versus a distributed- 

doped donor layer. A plot of room temperature electron mobility versus 

spacer width (for both planar-doped and uniformly-doped donor layers, 

is shown in Figure 5.3, where the JHEMT mobilities are comparable with 

the mobilities reported by Nguyen and cc-workers3. Further, a maximum 
sheet charge OMOH«*» md Iow ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

the JHEMT structure are achieved after careful removal of the p+-GaInAs 

layer which lowers the surface potential. 

The material profile of the single-doped p'-GafaAs/n- 

AUnAs/GalnAs JHEMT is shown in Figure 5.4. The minimum sheet 

resistance obtainable in the access regions is determined by the minimum 

value in the sheet resistance profile, which is 290n/sq. The steep rise in 

the sheet resistance after this minimum value indicates the complete 

removal of the gate layers and the on-going removal of the barrier layer«. 

This is accompanied by the decline in both electron sheet concentration 

and electron mobility as shown in the material profile. 

5.1.2 DC Characteristics 

5.J.2. I Three-Terminal Characteristics 

The width of the single-doped P+-GaInAs/n-AlInAs/GaInAs 

JHEMTs studied were 50 and lOOum.  The record results from devices 
93 
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14 16        18        20        22        24 
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"_      »        18        20        22       24        26        28 
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Figure 5.4. Material profile for thp n+-r*T« A   /    *,T  . 
(wafer #V1307). Ine^r^ 
sheet concentration (bottom) are shown P eleCtr°n mobüity *"<* 
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w«. 02M» gatelength are present bdow. piote Qf     vereus 

and <. vetsus V„ < ^,V> are shown in Pigure ,, ^^ 

current and dc transconductance shown for . 100,m „^ ^ 

460mA/mm  and  520mS/mm,  respectively.     The  improved  dc 

^conductance, over p+-AUnAs gate „^ ^ ^ 

source resistance as well as the high aspect ratio. 

H. sources, and gate-source spacings are 2m and 0.5^ 

-p-vely. ^contact.ansterresis.nceandchanne.sheetresisJI' 
were .neasured to he approxhnatel, „.4 „._ ^ 300 olms 

77* ^^-^^-ceisde.nninedirotnloLo' 
b,as, three tormina, gat^ode s-parameter measurements to beS^OSS 
ß-nun, and 7.5Q (0.750-™,,) for fte 100fun ^ devlce 

SJ.2.2Tzoo-Termirul Characteristics    . 

Reverse Gate-Drain Diode 

•     A P,ot of the reverse gate-drain diode characteristic is shown in 

W™ 5.6. "The two-terminal gateOrain breakdown voltage is -10V for a 

1*- gate^rain spacing, ^e lower two-termina, breakdown voitage 
-pared to ^^.elengmp-.^^^ *' 

4, - attributed to (i) a shorter gat^rain spacing resting from scaled 

dev.ce dimensions, and (ii) the elimination of the potential drop across the 

gate depletion region by removal of the p-AflnAs. 
Forward Gate-Drain Diode 

A plot of the forward gat,drain I-V characteristic is shown in 

«8-» S* Th. room temperature forward tum-on voltage, defined at 
97 
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imA/mm gate mrr« a. • 66 current/ is 0.57V.   From m   u 
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*he total current density W *    u ^ 

'»■^«•v.-r^.^ 
wh«e , is the fundamental elect™ h '' 
Pedicular to «. ^ ■* '• » *• electron velocity 

—s the gate potential (i.e. „. gate   '      ** ^""^o" 1«*-% 
^"amer^and,*,^^ 
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Jte 

Jtf e ^- -\  

Ä/Ga^Ämg^Ürin'hef0rWardl'iaSed^^^ 

electrons with perpendicular velocity between v, and v,+<n.. The lower 

lm>.t of integration, v0, is the initial electron velocity referenced to the 

bottom of the conduction band in the channel.   The transmit 

probability across the gate barrier (or gate potential), T(Vt), i, «Mated 

by numerically solving the Schrodmger Wave Equation using the 

propagation matrix (P-matrix*   The P-matrix formalism is extremely 

useful for electrons being scattered by a non constant potential, which fa 

this particular case is the gate potential. 
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1.2 

30        35        40       4S 
Distance from the surface (nm) 

F^Uve^efh^^^ Ine 
induced in the channel cond^tion band as more charge is 
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 Vg»<Mv| 
 Vg«<Uv| 

0.5   0.6  0.7  0.8  0.9     1    1.1   lm2  1.3  1.7 1.5 
Energy (eV) 
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0.9 !J     °*     **     0*     0.7     041 

Rgure 5.12.  Calculate ***" V«   (V) 

3 

H    *■• 
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02 0.4 0.6 a« 
Gate Voltage, V    (V) 

8» 

silted;. C0mparis0n0f*em^'^i gate currents the calculated 

gatecur^.resultogix.FigureS.lS. The calculated gate current predicts 

that the measured turn-on voltage is = 0.57eV, significantly less than the 

peak barrier of 1.3eV. Further, »he energy, where the transmission 
probability sharply rises, sugge5ts ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ 

GalnAsAvAlInAs/GalnAs JHEMT diode is determined by the bandgap 

of the p-type gate material and not the peak potential of the Al&As barrier 
layer. 

5.13 Threshold Voltage 

The threshold voltage, of the device shown in Figure 5.5, is -0 8V 

The reduced threshold voltage over the 0.2(Un gatelength P+-AlInAs 
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-850 -800 ^750"        ^Töö 

Threshold Voltage, V    (mV) 

across a 1x1.5 in2 wafer. deV1Ces were measured 
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"90. pad 

o——Wfl—VW—f 
—VW-wn o 

Figure 5.15. Equivalent circuit model of the IHEMT TWi, u A ,- 
separates the intrinsic FET parameter* fr«™ ST^I   •    slashed'^^ 
model differs from the!fch^SS    ? «^«f™^ parasitics. The 
gate resistance 7      5Ch°ttky-bamer Sate ^y by a modified extrinsic 

small-signal circuit used to model the JHEMT is presented. Next the 

device parasitics are examined, and the bias-dependent model parameters 

are reported. Finally, the current gain and power gain cut-off frequency 
performance is discussed. 

Small-Signal Circuit Model 

The full 17-element circuit model of the JHEMT including the 

parasitics is shown in Figure 5.15. Ihe model consists of 8-inrrinsic circuit 

elements and 9-extrinsic. parasitic ejements. Tnis model is identical to the 

Schottky HEMT model«, if the expression for the gate resistance is 
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modified to include n,«  u   • 

Ude *« ohm* contact resistance of ,ho 
P+-g*e. *rance of ^e gate metal to the 

The extrinsic gate resistance R   A*.*   „ 

where       *"w*~+*~ (5.5, 

*..*- is the gate metal feed resistance, 

*"*wiS*emeta]fi"8erresislance,and 

*,.»-, is themetal-semiconductorcon^     ■ 
Using the luimw^   i uaorconfe<*resistance. 

8 me lumped element mode] derived in a 
°«y be written as: »Append« A, equation [5.5] 

Ä«=Ä..A* 

Ifthethirdt ^i3»!+V? P.6J 

— (i,eachcomponent„.ccuCC^'* ~ * 

-emodsdescibedinthenextsub^«, ' * "^^ * *• 
Brtri»»ic Device Panuia« 

The nine extrinsic element clc"»ents  were r»ii*-..-    J   , 
meaSUren>«"»o^o.pMsivestructure5 °btamed .*« *e RP 

^^ono^ee^.^^^^-ch.e. 

- ~X been reported La^T" ^ ^ 
ovalem drcuit model of ead, j,   „    ' "^ Sm,Ctoes »" *e 

-* . shown in Figure 5.16.  Using me 
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1 Open 

D 
No Applied Bias: 

S«tp«d 

s 
~            [ 

-' <; 
_J      J L       l_ II 

cp.p«i T~ C<ü,pad 

< -i 

Short 

i >        L 
No Applied Bias: 

—i 

s L i^ ^ 
S 

• 
G 

J 

•    " 
Gate Heavily Forward Biased: 

Device 
"« 4        *d ** 

~~tr^ 
E i J 

«•* 

s L 
s < Sate Heavily Reversed Biased: 

|—' *W«» 
G 

II 
CgM»!" 

^fi 

1 

Figure 5.16.   Three structure used to determine the extrinsic d evirp 
parasitics.  The equivalent circuits shown to the right of each structure 
indicate which elements are determined at the appropriate applied bias. 
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obtained in each struct. ' ^""'»tersa«^ 

^st, the y-parameters of n» « 

—»F- capacitor, ^Tc**"-'*'--« *** 
"ters 0, fte short 5^;-d' « <W   Second, the 2. 

^-rs«^,^and^e^LTr " ** "* *<« 
^resisto^^^ «"*»"( W Next,«* 

^gs,pad/Cgd    ^ ^ c 
ev*ce pad   capacitors 

^    • «/pad/ are obtained fm« *u 
dev.ce underheavy reverse-bias. "* *»*»«>* of the 

"A summary of the device „„   •■ 11 
G—^^ ^~-; --* «oped P+. 3 
«"* in Figure 5.17.   ^                         «*to*d. gate finger „ , 

—™ versus ^ devjce   "- °< stance for the open 
J 

r^^P^inthea^C X "" " * **~ 

«xucture*.   IT« sou,« and drain *"""«■**•*. I»» 

measurements. But, me gate resist " "^ ^ * ** 

d«-*esimpMedassulpformT-,S,       edtobe°VereS^ 
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h 

Parameter Measured Value Test Structure 
Cgs,pad 15 fF 

 19.8 fF 
open 

device 
cgd,pad 7fF 

9.3 fF 
open 

device 
Cds,pad 18 fF 

20.4 fF 
open 

device 
Ls 7.8 pH 

5.2 pH 
short 

device 
Ld 30.1 pH 

25.3 PH 

short 

device 
Lg 29.3pH 

30.4 pH 
short 

device 
Rs 55ß device 
Rd 7.5 a device 
Re 9.1 Q device 

Re.feed 1.4 a short 

lOOum. ^airtAs jrifcMT. The gatewidth of the structures is 
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Gate Voltage, Vg   (V) 
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«gure 5.18. (cont)  Tntw« • 
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Current Gain and Power Gain 
The ü«^ ^ „ gajn ^ ^^ (/^   rf ^ 

HEMT which is indicative of the intrinsic device speed is defined by: 
j,,„„^ -__.___ [57] 

where v„ is the saturation velocity and L, is the effective gatelength  To 
determine /,_, the ^^ short ^ current ^ ^        ^ 

extrapolated 20dB/dec ,o unity gain. Alternatively, the value may be 

calculatedfroI„ftein«rinsicdeviceParametersoncefteyaretaoW1, The 
measured gate dependence of the intrinsic unity current gain cut-off 

frequency can be observed in the p,ot of g. and C„ versus V„ (see Figure 

518). However, it is the extrinsic unity current gain cutoff frequency 
|/'***) WlUCh reflects *e termi""l speed of the device including the 

parasitic transit delays. The extrinsic unity current gain cut-off frequency 

« readily converted to the total transit delay through the device 

which may be expanded** 

«~ a-H       +c«(^+^) [5.9J 

The extrinsic unity current gain cut-off frequency is determined either by 

calculating the delays in equation [5.9] or by extrapolating 20dB/dec from 

*e extrinsic short-circuit current gain (*,,) to ^ gain. FinalI ^ 

umty power gain cut-off frequency (/_) can be approximated by"- 
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''.Li-     , \ f5-10J 

where ft. ^ve feedback of fte source indue! 

gate and source resist must.    * . ^^ *"* ">^ore, ft. 

««% c„, obtained ^r?"' ^,0W ***** 

-"•3V is given in Hgure ,19   From ft T " ^ 
««»-e /, of ,he 0.2Mm M J" *■ iho**«* -«.t gain. ^ 

—aInAs «JTCTi sin8,e"doped p+-GaInAs/*       2 

•a~"»~•—«•»«_,_,, ."""••"•raw.. 

Plotted versus eate vni» ^^ gam* H* /»« 

voltege was extrapolated from the maxta'     '/~ P,<med ve*>* **« 
»<** compared to ^alcula    "       UmaVaihb,ep0Wer«*(MAG, ?    ' 

/- calculated from equation [5.10J. The f „«, , 
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trends are very similar t0 bias dependem measuremen(s rf ^ 

HEMTs reported elsewhere«. 

"•epeak /, is 105GHz at ^=+o.8Vand «he roll-off a, higher drain 

voltages is due to the decrease in output resistance, Jfc. which increases 

the transit delay through the device as seen in equation [5.9], At V -2V 

the /, has dropped to approximately 80GHz. From both ^ „^ 

maximum avaffable gain ar,d the model calculation, the ,_ is over 

200GHz at V.-1V. To this author's knowledge, this is the highest ,_ 

ever reported for a junction gate-barrier FETOFET). "" 

"I        i 
V^-MUV.V_-o.3v 

100      200 
Frequency  (GHz) 

-0.3V. ^extrmsic/.and^areÄrÄL^r 
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£ 
ü     100 

Gate Voltage, v       (y) OS 

te^*poUttdhomMAn 

Draw Voltage, v     (V) 

[5-11] using the device paiametttTm B* /- " caicu'»*ed from    ™J°* 
ftgure, both /, Md 5. ^Tm« 8U?S19and5-20- »ftttaS 

«I 
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5.1.4.2 Noise-Parameter Performance 

Several authors [",18,19] have published noise models which predict 

the minimum noise figure (F„J versus frequency for a field effect 

transistor or HEMT. Fukui's semi-empirical model» expressed the F 

by: 

Fmin=l + ^- —-^. (Rg + R,) [5.11] 

where Kf is the frequency independent Fukui fitting factor, and the other 

terms were all defined in the model presented in Figure 5.15. Equation 

[5.11] predicts F^ at any frequency once the fitting factor is determined 

from measurements at one particular frequency. 

Pospieszalskfs model" assumed the gate and drain noise sources 

were of thermal origin only.   The simplified intrinsic model (with 

appropriate noise sources) representing the noise equivalent circuit is 

shown in Figure 5.21. The intrinsic feedback branch was moved into the 

extrinsic part of the circuit where all the extrinsic noise sources (due to 

Rg/Rs,Rd, and Rgd) can be represented by each resistance at the ambient 

temperature (Ta). The noise sources of the intrinsic device consist of the 

gate-to-source resistance at Ta and the output conductance, G„, at a 

particular drain temperature, Td. In this model, the drain temperature 

serves as the fitting factor. The expression obtained for F^ is: 

F^l+^m^^-R- [5.12, 

where r is the standard noise temperature (290K). Remarkably, equation 

[5.12] has the same frequency dependence as equation [5.11]. Equation 
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Figure 5.22. Measure        • ' 
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[5.12] may be expressed in terms of /_ by substituting equation [5.10] 

and considering only the model parameters shown in Figure 5.21. 

Equation [5.12] becomes: 

P _1+y*w7r /) 
T0      [TZ) ^ 

Qualitatively, the common theme expressed in equations [5.11] thru [513] 

is the need for low parasitics (e.g. Rs,RrRd,Cgd, and GJ and high cut-off 

frequencies, /, and /_. The high /, (100GHz) and fam 0200GHz) and 

low parasitics of the 0.2um gatelength single-doped, p+-GaInAs gate 

JHEMT prompted the measurement of the noise-parameters. 

The noise parameters were measured on-wafer at 12 GHz using an 

automated tuning network (ATN) system equipped with a HP 8510C 

Network Analyzer, Series Synthesized Sweeper, Noise Figure Meter, and 

Noise Figure Test Set.   The device bias was supplied by a HP4145- 

Parameter Analyzer.  The minimum noise figure (Fm) and associated 

gain (Ga) of the lOOum wide, p+-GaInAs gate JHEMT were measured 

versus drain current at 6 and 12GHz with V„=+2V, and the F^ and Ga at 

12 GHz versus drain current are shown in Figure 5.22. At 6 GHz Ld 

/*«9mA, the F^ and Ga are 0.25dB20 and i8.5dB, respectively. At 12 

GHz with 1^9mAt state-of-the-art F^ (0.45dB) and Ga (14.5dB) are 

obtained. The noise performance and gain of the p+-GaInAs gate JHEMT 

are compared with GaAs- and InP-based  Schottky-gate HEMT 

technologies in Figure 5.23. 
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Completeness, the noise perform        £ ***** ** mm, com j;;~e °< - <*» **** 
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P
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II. Double-Doped p'-GalnAs/n-AlInAs/ GalnAs JHEMTs 

In the second half of the chapter, the performance of the double- 

doped pMSalnAs/n-AIInAs/GalnAs JHEMT is presented. First the layer 

des.gn of the double-doped P+-GaInAs/n-AUnAs/GaInAs wafer is 

Ascussed. The material profile of the wafer used to fabricate the double- 

doped, p*-GaInAs gate   JHEMTs is also provided.    Next, the dc 

characteristics of the 0.15pm, 0.33,™ ,0.47,™ gatelength p-GalnAs/n- 

AlInAs/GalnAs JHEMTs are presented.  Also, the gate resistance for 

various gatelengths and doping in the gate layer is summarized Finally 

the microwave performance of the doubWoped JHEMT is examined 

mcluding the gatelength dependence on small-signal model pammeters.  ' 

5.II.1 Layer Structure 

As mention in Chapter 1, the double^oped HEMT structure 

consist „f donor region impurities both above and below the channel 

The additional donor layer below the channel requires the channel 

thickness to be reduced in order to minimize the distance between the gate 

and the centroid of the additional channel electrons.    With this 

modification in mind, the layer structure of the double-doped p+- 

GalnAs/n-AUnAs/GahAs JHEMT is presented in Figure 5.25.   The 

bottom donor layer consists of a planar sheet (1.5ri0»cm->) Si-impurities 

The planar doping is placed 50A away from the channel as shown. The 

channel thickness is reduced to 150A. Four modifications were made to 

the layers above the channel shown in Figure 5.2. First, the spacer layer 
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—n=l.5xloi2cnr2 

Figure  5 25   T 

AlInAVGaInksÄ.,rUCtUre °f *e D°«Me-DoPed p+<h]nM/n_ 

Sickness was increased with the ' f 

«^»■^g^taiwss IT"/"CreaSin8 *•chMneI 
^wasre^^^^^'^esso^^ 

S^to-channe, distan«, „Jj ~ — - —«° «duce the 

a constant (6,I0'W« Ne„ „, '        °Pm8-tluckness Product remain 

ta - gate was reduced to ^t^     "****— 

dependence on gare resist. '° ob^e the doping 
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The material profi)e Qf Jhe douWe.doped.doped p+.GainA 

AlInAs/Gal^jHEMTUshowninF^^. The device structure was 
grown by r. Liu ol Hughes Research ^^   ^ ^^ 

resistance obtainable in the access regions of the double-doped JHEMT 

;z rQ/sq compared to ^ <°< - -*•*£- ™ 
doped WEMT(3.2x10^-!,butthemobmtvissUght,ylower(7800^). 

5.IL2 Device Layout 

IHEMT^Tr °f "" d0UbM°Ped ^^^InAs/GalnAs WEMTs studled was 100,™. The purp0se of ^ wafer WM „, 

^ceswithd.^^,^. Thus^d.Wga.e.en^L 

fa ncated on ft. sanle wafer to compare performance. The three 

gate.eng.hs chosen were 0.15(im, 0.33^, and 0.48(U, The SEM 

mspeaion of each gatelengfc (prior to gate metal depositfon) „ ^ 

JHEMT-noMertoacconunodatethe^ga^en^. The source^, 

sPaango£aiedeviceswithdifierentga,e1engthsis3^con,paredto2wn 

for *e devices reported in the last chapter. !n addition to the multi- 

gatelength 3m devices, 0.15„m gate.ength devices with 2m sources, 

spacing were also fabricated on the same wafer, m an devices reported in 

«us chapter, the gate-source spacing is 0.7^ compared to 0.5(Un for the 

single-doped JHEMTs reported earUer. 
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5-H.3 DC Characteristics 

A P]ot of gm and /„ versus V   (v -1 5™ f„  o t, \ Vd,-l~5V) for 2jim source-dram 
spacnadoubWopedpffiMTwitho.,^^.   cth.   fc **"" 
«* Ih. fall dunne,„_„ anrf 

8     ^ * ^ ta R8«« 
100^ device islZlT^ maXm"m * "—**»» of the 

^aevceBSSOmA/mm and SSOmS/mm, respectively Com„    , 
*e singledoped JHEMT (tg-o.^ m HguT^ d 7       to 

»d a 5% percent mcrease ta . J '   ' * "^ "•"« concentration) 
v    "'""««»»dctransconductanceCduetoalirttfci »urce resistance). <aue <° »bgnüy lower 

Plots of a, and 4 versus V (V -1 svi t   «.  , 
«• (K*-1-5V) for the3um source-dram 

«?, douWe-doped JHEMT, (with 0 l5uBl  „ - 

*~ — - —- -n the JZZTZ " :r8ths- "e *•subae *-*.*— * itrs • 
Cerent gatelengths were (1) a threshold voltage shift „d   7 

^-erntinettietH.esHo.d voltage, is shown ta FigTOCT 

_ »V when the gatelength ^^ from ^ 

5^
folt *— '"* ^ ~ -ar with g-JT J^I 

shAmthreshoIdvo.ti,gesh^thepealttia^ondUcla^towardal!: 
Po«äve gate voltage for a larger Satelen«h   a etowarda»°™ 
voltage pealctrJL A '^^^ **™™7<>i««threshold 

age. peak transconductar.ee for the three eateW,«.,. •    • "ree gatelengths is given in Figure 
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?1.S 1 -0.5 o 
Gate Voltage, V    (V) 

8» 

0.5 

XSLWää^-SSä*-—** 
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Gate Voltage, V    °(V) 
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-1 -0.5 
Gate Voltage, V    (V) 

0.5 

Figure 5.29. (cont)   gm and A versus v   (v    i«,   ,    „ 
doubWopedJHEMT^ülO.«^SJ^.^=1-5V' Z-=3,Un) for *e 
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Gate Voltage, v^v) 

«Pacing, double-doped THFiu£    ;T 5V) for *« 3jim SOUTCP.*^   . 
varyingaspectrati^11'^5- ^ ***hold shift^^^ 

TV 

Figure   5 31      -n.     , ~~   "" J 
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MI.  n. am * «„ „,„„ _, 

Finally, it is appropriate to note that the threshold voltage has 
charge. from -0.8V to -,3V (depending on gateIength) from ^ '    J 

doped secure to the doublend structure. ^ additional J^ 
voltagewhichmustbeappUedtothegatetomeetihethreshoid     ^ 

- accounted for by two separate Motor,.  No, only do the addiHona, 

«'P^owthecha^)^^^ 
ako the lower doptag fa .he ^ region ^^ ^ ^^ drop 

'hegatereglonj^uiredh.u.eettheflatbaruicondidoa Tfcisinaea*» 
«drop across the gate is martfcsted by the second term fa 
equation[53]. .       «« m 

5.II.4RFPerfonnance 

In this section, the gate resist of the 0.15(u», „.33,», and 

0.48UU, gatelength, doubled JHEMTs is compared to the gate 

resistance of the 0.2*n gatelength JHEMTs present in Chapfcr 5 
Awards, theotherex.insicp^^^^ " 
dependent model parameters are present for the 01*. ga^ 

*"-«*—H^*^,.,^ FinaHy,^^ 

current gain and power gaincut-off frequencies are discussed. 
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Gate Resist,,,,., 

Recall, the doptagin a,    af 

'«0»™-'. ^gate, . S.e,ayer0f,hes'"8'e-dopedmEMTis 

summary of the gate resistant gatC resista*ce. A 6   e resistance versus sate lav«, J    • 

*edopinginthegatelayerisdecreJ
e7,an««-sharpIywhen 

Presented in Chapter 2 ,„„    . Content, with «„ 

«SÄSS^Jft« «** gate resistance for 

Other Extrinsic Parities 

**-   ^odirferencesljr ^tathe,aSt 

-ying Satelength as discussed fa ^r;;^^ »d - 
Parities were re.measuredan 

UX   ^-»e extrinsic 
*'3 pad calces and 3 inductances 

i 

ß 

3 
a 

R 
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were similar to the values reported in Figure 5.17. However, the three 

extnnsic resistances were different The extrinsic gate resistance increased 

as discussed in the previous section and the values are summarized in 
Figure 5.32. 

The measured extrinsic source resistance for the 0.15m, 0J3(un 

»d 0.48nm gatelength devices is 5.30,5.50, and 5.3Q, respectively The 

measured exfrinsic drain resistance for the 045,0» (z^), 0.15(un 

(^=3^m), 0.33,» ami 0.4Sm„ gatelength devices is 7.5Q, 10.6a 10 OQ 

and 9.3Q, respectively. The lower resistance for the Ionger gatelength „' 

due to the shorter gate-to-drain Separation. 

Model Parameter, and Unity Gain Cut-Off Frequencies 

The   s-parameters   of   the   double-doped   p'-GaJnAs/n- 

AUnAs/GalnAs JHEMT were measurad as a function of drain voltage 

V„. Thesl»rtergatelength(0.1S^m)leadstoahigherextiinsic/ oflJ8 

GHz as shown in Kgure 533. The intrinsic transconductimce (g') gate- 

«o-source capacitance (C„), gate-ti>d„„ capacitance «y ^^ 

versus drain voltege in Figure 534, from which the calculated intrinsic /, 

using the saturated velocity model (SVM) is 170GHz. 

The higher gate resistance (due to lower doping in the gate layer 

»«1 shorter gatelength) traute, into a lower /„, than the sloped 

JHEMT. The calculated /_ from equation (5.11) using the meas^ed 

small signal parameter, is plotted in Figure 5.35. Also, the drain 

dependence of the measured extrinsic /, and the output conductance, G 

are abo plotted. The trends of the four model parameters and the two cut- 

¥' 



o« friend« are ^^ ^* 

« *. Schott^ HEMTs *- *— By Hughes and 

d™™diiWgatel »*——-SM«^, 

-^ftega^^-;^)arepresented. 

«"»* /, ^ a. caIcuJated      '*" *" °' A »d /_ ft. measured 

lengths. O^^^ZTT1*"*'*"6*'«*™ 
(AJ device is due t0 ^ '        * "" (L»> **■ over the 3Mm 

*-*«. dec^ fa; r ~drafa ^«* - **r 
"^^capacitance. Sincl', ^S* "^ * - *> the 

/~'Spr0p0rt0na,,°A-'negeMraJlrend 

Frequency (GHz)      "*    *» 
'8Tc 5 33    Ck 
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1000 

'S 
a» 
9 

■ as ^ 

I 
9 

1 " 
Drain Voltage, V^ (V) 

source-fcwirfto!££$§£ 8atdength' d°uble-doped JHEMT with 

should be maintained. At tow voltage,, the high output conducfcnce and 

h.gh gate resistance reduce the '-/. ratio. At higher drain voltage,, the 

output conductance drops, which tooe^ the input-hnrntput Stance 

raho. Coraequendy, the ratio of '-/,, rfce, a, «en to Kgure 536. IT« 

higher '-/, obtained for the longer gatelength device i, due to the lower 

gate reliance as the gate area facrea*s, and increased isolation between 
the gate and drain (i.e. lower c"/c  ratio). 

In summary, the gate nsistance dominates the input resistance to 

the 0.15Mm double-doped JHEMTs reported in this section, the higher 
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S 

c/j 
e 
•3 

Drain Voltage, V    ^ 
da 

Figure 5 35    ^     n 

gate resistance is due to a mn,u- 

-*— °< /.. VJTJT" rmanifested * *« —• 
7 me 7n« approached 2nnrtx ^^ 

/- ^^double-dopedJJMT(/OT      " " ^ "~~ *' 

"3 

*4 
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* LS 
Drain Voltage, Vds (V) 

2    100 
8 
B 

03 1 LS 
Drain Voltage, Vds (V) 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 

6-I Summary 

™« investigation focused on flu.     ♦ 
HEMT.   InerearPH     , * gate re#°* of the InP b*   A ,ere are two distin^. *J llxr-Dased 
««*« Firet, fe&;^ - *e iHHMT ove, the 

—*. *« device jLj^r- 
™y with the gate «cess in the Schotte J» ^ *"* Gd" Whid> 

—*-—«*—* Bycomparii rre nin/ecäonfaMnthe 
««% HEMT is low (o:feV) '7°n: "» «~ b^ o/ the .^ 

-**-.-.-.^.»L £" ""' *« ~ - «. to 
■      b Edition, the selection of „, 

^tennines oa,er relevw p ^™ »'the«HMT^ 

«ceptor doping capability) whJch .    * ^ C°nta« «sistivity,    . 

JI^arepo^fa^^f8^ffl^fo"oWi„gstuninaiyofthe 

"* «w» gate materials invest,«^ 
- I**** (Eg,,48eV) 7

h8atedWereP^^(V0.^eV, 
*—■•- o, each material is ^ °' * —"*• a„d 

*-asthega,e1aye,älena4e^b
F,8Ure61- "***»* 

———^i-^it:*; 

3 

-1 
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P+-GaInAs/p+-AIInAs Gate: 

Conspquffpff 
(+) High Gate Barrier 

Impatf 

(-) Lower Acceptor Doping 

(-) High Contact Resistivity 

(-) Thick Gate Layer  

1     *"  * High Tum-On Voltage 
L-^-*'  • Enhancement Mode 

Operation 

♦ • Back Depletion Lowers 
Aspect Ratio 

*• • High Gate Resistance 

* 'Recessed Channel Contacts 

p+-GaInAs Gate: 

Consetpiprire, 

(+) High Acceptor Doping - 

(+) Low Contact Resistivity 

(+) Thin Gate Layer -  

(-) Low Electron Barrier 

Impatft 

-** • No Back Depletion 

-*• «Low Gate Resistance 

■*-. • Non-Recessed Channel Contacts 

• Low Turn-On Voltage 
• Limited Enhancement Mode 

Operation 

a^s/p  AUnAsorp+^afaAsasthegatematerialfortheJHE^. 

*e expense of (i) high gate contact resistivity (4,10- Q W), (ii) gate 

back depietion (120Ä) which effecdvely reduces the aspect rado, and (iii) a 

thick gate region (-6OOA) since the AlInAs requires a graded transidon ,0 

a p'-GalnAs cap layer. However, if p^alnAs is chosen as the gate layer, 
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<~napter6 
then the barrier ;e  meT M compromised to achieve (i) w 

*- MBE „^     hij^iTtr ydetem,ined 

voitageoftheffEMx. Tne influence o, th ^ to*-«*-*«*old 

-tageis«flecedfa*.thresn0,T   ,        ^"*°"""^^^ ™ "msnold voltage shift a( win»,,,. 
gatelength from 0.48 to01S(un "* of20(taVby varying me 

Non-aUoyed «grown contacts a,«, alloyed 
»mpeting ohmic contact technologies   b lu " " """^ Were 

re8ro-°^ conta. pnoduced a ^ 1 r^r8* ^^ fte 

«ate breakdown volta«  re«      • ^ 0**"* ^ «■ 

—--arcTarirrrr-«-- ' 

-rred ..el^Ittr?^™ W- 
-— distance (obtained IT **" ** —* 
^atesintoex^ep^^J^^ re«*°- contacts) 

For the ft*» g^^ 

-tacts, the ^ parMiHc J™ •* «grown onndc 

W™> ,taited fte ^J y rd ,OW «** capacitance 

— P-er.tbe^C   ^C^r ^ to 
gare (-lr~820Q/mm) contributed 
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7T ^ p+"GaInA5 ,mm - *°y«**— r reduced parasitic delay and high intrinsic capadfance * 
improved the / to 105GH*  -n,  K- U Paatan« (0.85pF/mm) 

T-sh ped gate (^250Q/mm) .„ ^ a ]ower >- 

the-art mintaum noise fi »^ 
rr    iaum f«,-0.45dB) and associated earn 
(Ga=14^dB) are also achieved Adouhl^     ., 8 

"" rr*"""2o% wgher ~ -* <-—> 
*.- *e double-doped JHHMT is doe to the lower acceptor ^ 

employed in the gate layer (3*10'W) P^8 

^^esuggeststhattheforwardhiasga.™,^^^ 

^onswhosee.ergyisiessthanthepea.o.thega.po^^ 
Tfcs phet.on.enon is responsible for the lower turn-on voltage *-^ 

observedu.thesedevicesandwaspredic.dhyo,,^^. *"* 

«•2 Suggestions for Future Work 

<A> WoJer-to-WaJer Threshold Voltage Uniformity 

bv the „ ^^'^»^WEMTisderernuned 
"y the growth, whereas the otber tnetnods re.y on process** 

<—lity  to  achieve  threshold  voltage Lj^Z 
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«fcwsw^ m,anddeserv« investigation, 

^e reverse gate leat»-. 

—* a ^ :, seCrriTwhen - *- - 
charectertstic were observed /^ ^ » *• rev«« )eakage 

Nearly (around „^ ^ "^ ™ «ou,d increase 

»»*• of «he gate diode „ to J^^ona, „„^ 

—«^ ^ ho;:e::j2:r,and *• ~- 
cunent. Unace «»tributes to the leafage 

V****»- Region Etching 

*e-^ceor^eaccessregio„L **~»*«l*,»* 

^-^o^erece«^   rVaiySi8nifiCant,ydePendin80n*e 

aviations in tull a^, ' J^8 Sheet Stance can cause 

-«che^öyissuggestedto ^^«chiave.o,,«,^ 

For aPPÜcations (e.g. mobl-Io «"•• *-, »* »s„„t: ^—»—«,. 
W 
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material for enhancement mode operation.    A schematic of an 

enhancement mode P+-AlInAs JHEMT structure is shown in Figure 6 2 

The access regions require n- regions which can be readily regrown by 

MOCVD. These regions must be formed adjacent to the intrinsic region of 

the device to avoid excessive parasitic 

p+-Al!nAs gate JHEMT is the ffl-V 
resistance. The enhancement mode, 

version of the enhancement mode Si- 
MOSFET. 

(E) Improved Design for DepUtion-Moie p*-GaInAs JHEMTs 

The high aspect ratio design of the p+-GaInAs JHEMT requires a 

*m barrier layer. A thin barrier layer reduces the number of electrons 

AUnAs Buffer 

InP Substrate 

Channel 

L_ 
1 ^Drain ?S5 a«5 WV — • <V»»I 

Figure 6.Z Schematic of an enhancement mode, p+-AUhAs eate THFMT 
with regrown access regions. The n+inatertoHn rtuT^ ^te JHEMT 
employed to reduce the source and HrS4 *e access Te&ons * 
current drive capabinry resistance and provide high 
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which transfer from *u   J 

*>»»«.**■.«. Pu«hennore,aLe.b!rd
ere8IOWnSUrfa0e,ayeraS 

J« * order to reduce surface Ieaka^~ «* CaP) fc 

*» P"posed structure reduces the in *"* °f 

"««nt drive capability. mPUt 'BS,Stance »d improves the 

HI 
K5Source»a 

Material (n-type)6P 

illPte^~rH 
[AlInAs Buffer 
InP Substrate 

Channel -4HI 

figure 6.3. Schemata «*  —""* 
J^^withre^^^Ä^eddepledon-mode P*.^ 
designed to absorb tihi      , dgaP s"1*"* layer TO.,~J2**** S»*6 

-^ceinthe^^^ P"«* S^TSS^Si 

£ 
1 
« 

3 
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raeUSeofa '«"«<» to modulate the 2-DEr • .. „ 

*e~^-^egaMecjetorricorrespondin8to 

'otheoveraUi„putimpedance *""■ «*«««% co„wbute 

»•   T*etaputtapedanceof j;^-"—-- 
approximated by . power ^ ^ «~-« >*e is ^ 

■«-*-—.iH»«**;tair
,on "d a h^—« 

IHEMTl»m*tImpedattceModel 

S^,«,^ havedea.ed.He^^ 

[A.1] I «V n2 

V* [A2] 

^AJ   ' [A3] 

^efactorRm/Wisthegatemetal end-to-end     • 
tai end to-end resistance per unit length 
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Appendix A 

dRg1 
•••—vw 

Figure A.l. Distributed input impedance network of a JHEMT. 

in a/mm. The factor 1/rf (where n is the number of gate fingers) arises 

from utilizing a parallel combination of gate fingers. The term pc is the 

contact resistivity (fl-cm*) of the gate metal to the p-doped gate region. 

Finally, the factor Cg/A is the gate capacitance per unit area in F/cm*. 

The unit cell is re-expressed in terms of a single series-impedance 

along with a single shunt-admittance where we have defined: 

*1   { W j n2 lA-4J 

Y = 

(C \ 
Lg.dx 

Applying the telegraphers equations for an open-circuit transmission line 

of length, W, the transmission line network can be essentially modeled as: 
Yin=Y0tanh(yW) [A.6] 

where the characteristic admittance of the transmission line, YQ/ may be 
written as 
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Appendix A 

and the electrical length of 

TW^VY^Z-W* 

[A.7] 

^transmission!^ wVfc   ' e' W B given by 

(A.8J 

*<^*we define the following total 
"™ig total quantities 

then 
WeC3nSim^fA.7,andfA.8Jto 

fA.9J 

[A.10J 

(A.11J 

obtain 

Y = 

and 

JW: 

fA.12J 

[A.13J 
Next, we assume the oh« 

«" «**« appro^J     6 ** " «» - -Pa„d fA.6J 

tanhfc) x - i. 
tous, we obtain: 

for x«i 
fA.14J 

3 

-4 
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w-^paij fOT(„w|<<1 fAl5] 
»- aSsumpäon ^ „. dertrical lmgth Qf ^ 
~^fapoM5anu^r^onfte^wabie - 

New substteing [A,2] ^ tA13] ^ we • 

foUowmgsmlpIifiedfonn(aftersimplemathematicai 

[A.16] 

After expanding the numerator we separate —i     ^ • 
J . separate real and imaginary terms t« 
-ermmetne equivaIent conductance a,d -^JZ." 

stated, we write [A.16] in the following form: - ^ 

where 

G = 

[A.17J 

and 
(I+fflVc;J [A.18] 

B 

(i+ö)2vc„2F fA-19J 
Now, it is assumed that Q)2Re22C.s2<^1   ,. . , *g2^gs «l, whlch states ^ 

—. - - -. con.« ^ ^ „. gate capadtmce       - 

admittance and susceptance: 8 
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APP«ndixA 

B = <üC 
[A.20J 

gj 

for co« _!___ fA-21J 
R   -C    andfi)«      ' 

»ore co„veniem fonn.   ^ ^ *< »*-«« network „ . 

«'cuiated fa, ^ md ^ J_ ""« ™Pedance network „ readüy 

X=:*!L^D 
suscePtanceare 

3     ^ 
[A.23J (i 

for G>« ___!                            ,             • U 
D    c    and c« L_ 

^'-ped e^ent equiva,e„   . "                 V<i 3 

Consistent with Wolf's an 

- «** source capadtance    ^-*-*^1- 

-—- with fc ohmic contact     ** "> -*1 resistance 

<*>»*«. ^^deo^        ^    ' ^ «** % is aiao 
»-«^^^^^       ^-propo^]tothesped& 

- sh°wn in h. [A.10J. ^P^POrnonai to ^ gate Iengfli 

3 
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% 
—VW- 

'gs- 

^2 

£fr£££ ^^^-tequivalentgate input impedance network of 
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MOCv£nPne"dixB 
^VDDop,ngBeJlavi 

8   10"' 

■""-«■*i-*..£, 100 

F*gure B.i      n    • 
disüane/hvdrno-0ping  ConcentraH„« 

I 

f 

3 
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Appendix C 
JHEMT Process Traveler 

MASK USED: 
vers. 8-1-J4 

° PWR JHEMT Mask Set 
O..... MEMS3 Mask Set 
0...„ Other 

Microscope: coJor, morphology/etc 

OHMIC 

1. Clean: ACE, IPA, N2 Dry 

3. Spin PR Shipley 1400-27D1 
4. Softbake 

O Hotplate @70°C 30sec 
5. Expose Pattern: 
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O    f- w ' Q '-AXsec 

'Wckness: '  

o..... XOöA/xooA«oooA 

Run#__  
Tcmescal* 

J~ <* XX sec 

IMl>T A Anmt WPlAJVT 

Done By 
Vacc/Dose/nnie 

Current 

i 
Kl^inA^IPA,Dl.N2Dly ^ 

« HoipJate @70"c 3nL 
^xposePaae,,,.   L 3<*ec 

O.^^^@20mW/cn,2 

8- DB^Mrai3?3S 

3 
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Microscope Comments 

ALLOY (TEMP^CfcSOsec.) 

TEMPERATURE- 
TIME:. "  

SURFACE MORPHOLOGY: 

"T»GATE 

E-Beam Spinner Parameters: 
Use Left Spinner 

2  Si5»™^^P« Using Own Wafer 
V ?fLACE- ffA, N2 Dry 3.Bake@XXXoforXXi^ 
4. Spin 1st Bi-Layen 
5.Bake@XXX0forXXmin(R) 
6. NanospecXXXXA^-XXXA 

thickness:  
7. Spin 2nd ßTLäyen 
8. Bake@180«for3()min(R) 
9. Nanospec:XXXXÄW-XXXÄ 

thickness: ^^ 
10. E-Beam Exposure* ~ 

Target Gate Length: 
O    Lg=0.20|!in,T-shape 
O     Lga  

Gate-Source Spacing- 
O    Lgs=0.5|im 
O    Lgs=_ 

Exposure Log#_ 

Pattern Name. 

Comments: 
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O    t= 
l4' EvaP^~ol^>t/AuNi 

thickness: "— 

o   XOOA^OOAOCOOOA^OOOA 

Run#,  
Temcscal* 

H. Liftoff in Meth-CIrorineaMo» YV  • 
15. Inspect"^'^^Dry , 

MESA ISOLATION 

1. Oean: Ace,Iso 
,  P^nydration bake @I20° in™,,, «* 

fO„...t» j 

u.—ta 40 sec 

ii. Hardbake @120°r i<«- ^                                                                                                       I 
12. Etch Mesa:              15min ^^ ! 

O Etch With -3     | 

H3PO4.H2O2.Dl; 3.1.50                                                                                    ~    J 
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Microscope Comments: 

L Desc"m: O2 plasma LF-5 
100W-0.2T-2mi„: Run# 

l-I5,NH40H.Dr 
2. Oxide etch: 

O    t= lOsec 
O    t=  

3. Etch Access RegionT 
O Etch With 

H3PO4-Citzic:H2O2:H,0 
0:100:10:400) 

OVERLAY 

•<J. *JenydrationbaJce©lHno in 

O Oven @70"C 30min 
O Hotplate @70°C 30sec 

3- «pose Pattern: 
O... t= 16sec @ 20mW/cm2 

6-Image Reversal: Recine #2   n 7«i   * 
7.F,ood:6min@2S1S   a75Ä1-) 

». Develop: MF312:DI (34) 
° feXXsec 

_ O t= 
9. Inspect: double dS^^aJity 
lO.Descum: 02 plasma LF-5 q     * 

Run*  
1 !• Oxide etch:       BOE 71 

O    t=Xsec 
O    f.  
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12. Evaporate:  O Ü/Pt/Au 

thickness: "       " 

O     10WA/1000Ä/3000Ä 

Run*  
TemescaJ*. 

13. Liftoff in Acetone, IPA r>T  M- _. 
K Inspect • ^^ "1, N2 Dry 

TEST WAFER 

-<   i 
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Surface Depletion 

1015      10"      10 £      1018      10»      102o    --^ 
Doping (cm-3) 10^ 

Figure D 1   Thp r?    i   • 
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r*:-was used to ^ - —n 10.' ScatterineMatrivr' i    , 

T0-' Last modicaöon **?!, ^ ^winon, Saturday 10-29-94 
90   ONir 
10° GCLEAR 

S SÄ"*00** 
130 OUTPUT2,,vK" 



Appendix E 
410  I 

490  COM/Füel/Infile$[7] 
500 COM/Titles/Codeword$[10] 

540 COM/Auto3/REAL 11(6100 12(6inm   . A i 550 ! ~MM'J1W4WWZ(5,1<»)   !6Tempsandl00Vg's 

570  ! Initialize Vars ••••♦••• 

590  j *********••♦•»♦»•»'»•»»♦»•»••••••«►»»» 

600  Qe=1.6E-19 !C 
610  EpsO=8.85E-14      !F/cm 
620 Temp=300 fjc 
630 Kb=1.38E-23        (J/JC 
640 Epsl=13.7 »forGalnAs 
650 EPs2=lZ7 JforAlInAs 

6^ JJrSf31-        !K« (fr^ electron mass) 

ÄQn \AA~rl !electn>nm» ratio for AlInAs 
S Ao-5o ^^effectivemass^Sr 
™ »,    , ° !Richardson,sCoef:A»cm.2»K:2 710 Plank=6.62618E-34  !T»s ™ZK'2 

720  Hbar=1.05E-34      >!•« 
730  ! J 

740  l 

770 Cfcjlaü Se,load»dalcflagtofaISe. 

TW De-.oi Kev) incremental energy 

810 Codeword$=" CHANNEL" 

830 MATEfW(0) 
840 MATX=(0) 
850 MATEc=(0) 
860 MATEv=(0) 
870  MATV=(0) 
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« MATJ1S(0) 
APPendÜfE 

890 MATj2»fO) 

MOM««: I ~" «..  

960 Menu2:  .' 
970 Choice=0 I 

990 W$(2KCbn»F 
lOOOWSOKSaveData» 

1020 vv^s)»» A^., 
1030 W$(6>.- 
1040 W$(7)a»- 
1050 W$(8):s*™ 
1060 VV$(9)a~' 
1070.' 

33?° cÄür    nsrrrr--r—-—^ ^ 

1280! e'^h>',"1,J«,fticknes«.lMm<J- 

1320 i '    mS ** ^tor chan«. all «,a 

1340! )^Tm8PCan^OTtS^y'   , 
are lost Ul *• Ma< or else line terminators 
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Appendix E 

lSS ! 3) CSZ^t0 ?«««basic Rectory making sure the 
1370 ! ^6 M no JonSer th3« 7 letters. g        ^ 
1380 .'   
1390 .' 
1400 .' 
1410   CLEAR SCREEN 

TM"DT rr MT» 

1440   IF Temp$o- THEM /TemP$ — "re lc" 
IFTemp$o""THEN 

1450 Temp=VAL(Temp$) 
1460   ENDIF 
1470   PRINT USING "KK"'Th0ei . i_ 

1490   PRINTUSSG-K-'             emperatUre:"'TemP 
1500   ASSIGN^FüeToir^Sc^ " 

1600 
1610 

S!   E^ÄleCtriCfieIdas^-El)/(x2-xl). ~"~ 
im   F^Q=2TOCb_num 

1670   ! 

1700   IvSue^S^^^^^theindexofthenun 
1710   DISP "Scanning data..."   ' 
1720   EzoaMINfEcH) 
1730   Vmax=MAX(Ec(»)) 
?2J   ^"^»Vvrnax 
1W   fRINT"Ecmin<E«> 

jg g^ZmZ^z;:—~— 
1800   Trig=0 
1810   REPEAT 
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, o— Appendix E 
1820    .'PRINT T 

S ST*—-*ta* 
1870     END IF 
1880     T=:T+1 

1940    jjgg*     "^^^^dexexistine^    K i 
1950    GOTOMenu *«*»***, the input filer ! 
I960   ENDIF 
1970   Numb=SeJected       rxr '   . 
1980   ! •~*«-^*K2L. Numbktheinde*nfc    . loon    -•     ^^^**^~»^»^w~.™XofEanin. 

ISS? Varz^Numb      f^,?^^« ^donor^- 
^s^     s^cowfe^-^-4Sdex 
2030     PRINT "vai,.»v 204n     T7      . vai2ss /Varz ^U40     Varz=Varz-l T 

2»0    ENSS 'Ed0n0r-ind«=-Ai"norJnd« - 

2160   INPUT'T *     u 
2170 !PRlNf Ö,tothe APPBed Gal« Vota-nn,..v, 

2190.PWNT         GW'^"PP««'g,tebiMia;..Vilpp 

2210   !»»—~—««^.„^  

2250   INPUT "CaJ   I -««    * 

2280    N^Edon£"L.v ^    - 
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Appendix E 

2290     Codeword$=" DONOR" 
2300   ENDIF 
2310 

S30 D^^^^^-s relations: 
2340 FO?iifST^geffectivemassvaiu^"" 
»     %«Ä       -'^-^ecnveMass. 
2360 IPRrNTCb^um^umb^test 

So     ^^i™   '^^thenthematerialisGalnAs. 

25     ^L(L)-M2 !Ekethe-te^-AHnAs. 
2410     ENDIF 

24^0°   N^TZ^ !Inc^ental barrier thickness. 
2440   ! 

SAH,   '^SS-S--—-*- 

sss is^^^iEFh^=^™'« 
2510   FORQ=lTONiS,^a*"ra^ener85"*«« equal to zero. 

SS SoSS^^^^-alooo^Efa. 

ss SUES*. «SoJüsr-"—»— 
SS SoT-^r '^Ä^KS?*-1 
^S   *"*   ,    'SrSe^enC!,0an>8ta«^va1ue, 

2620   1 tt,e,ncommSw««l»verealvaluesofK. 

2630   DISP -Final Assigned Parametm - 2640   PRINT e,«"aramelera_ 

2650   PRINT-X Ev Ec      M>    i-     „ 
2660   PORUlTOoJum U     V      E" 
2SS  N^^^^^^toaWXEJUUd, 
2690   ! 
2700   CLEARSCREEN 

2740   Ld_flag=l 
2750 ! 
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T^r 

2760CASE2 f7v **»*»<« H 
2770 I -™» case caJcs scatt/matrix and „ 

2
2^P,CL^RSCREEN *"■"-««« 

2790 Plot_cak:  f 

»10  FORz^tt. cnos<!n««mgpomt 

2*0    Bzz(Z),& 
!ha"««the-sain.enaBr 

2*0   ! ^^^be-ttoBonfa 

3000   , ^-«-illSSSj-'tM'lifcr 

3100     f        **",un '-I; ; Used {_ „  . ' •! 

3I20     ,Pu-M«»0)-B«,-(E2.VO)), „ "dS- 
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Appendix E 
3230 
3240 
3250 (P(2,2)=Pt(2,l)»Pd(l,2)+Pt(2,2)Td(2,2) 

2 SÄjr^«^«») «-*-*»■ 
3280       Pf(2,l)=CMPLX(0,0) 

3290     (Pf(2^)=CMPLX(COS(Pk*Lxa))^IN(Pk-Lxa))) 

3360      Pk0ld=Pk !Make the "present" K the "initial» K 
52     Lv™ for the next barrier. 
3380    NDCTY !Go to the next barrier. 

3S    Ä?Tr^Sr2)   ^^^.oe, 
3420     ! 

3«0    WWWW.flBM,       .zftcompOMn,ofveIoctty 

3^   ..S^S3?r^Kb"TemP,/P^A3»''T™<Z)^, .Ac™*** 
3470     ! ' 
3480    -'PRINT •iEz=",Ez,"Ef_ref="^fref 
3490     IFEz<Ef_refTHEN ,TfF/c,    *    „  t goo  .Sf^^wu^iS^««-■ 

3540    !PRDMT"Stat="Stat 
3550     ! 

3600     ENDBF 
3610     Jt(Z)»Totn.E-4 
3620     ! 
3630     IFEz>VmaxTHEN 
3640    ^s^CIass^Qe'Vz-Sta^Qe^De))       !A/mA2 

3660      Class=Class 
3670     END IF 
3680    Jc(Z)=Class»l.E-4 
3690     ! 
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17m     nrm Appendix E 
3700      DISP "EfecanW" r   .. . 
3710     ! (SCan)a *." Jtot(A/cm2)=» WZ) - rwA , 
3720   NEXT2 Jte^/«3n2)="Jc(2) 
3730 .' !Go to Üie next ino-Pm«,* i 
3740 -Now calculate the '^^energy. 
3750 f *«™Me the currents. 

3760 Do.calc: 
3770   BiEp" 

3780   CLEARSCREEN 
3790   PRINT 

3800   PRINT 
3810   PRINT 
3820   PRINT 
3830   PRINT 

3840   PRINT 
3850   PRINT1 

3860   PPTNTT     i    "~'^***""*"~--   

«°H>   PRimusiMr ^fS-^^-'Ttetfpeak)- •• iw - A , 

«20   PRINT UsS^ln^ ~P' A/Cm2 K^ted}» 
4130. SING *K^D.DDDT     Effective Baxrier-Eh 

2» l%2£^a*"*« 
4160 

.««mionic Field Emission: 

17£ 
Jtet 
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Appendix E 
4170   PRINT 
4180   PRINT USING "JCSD TOP wr* /     ,v   ..* 
4190   Eb_tfe=Phi_b:T^ni        '7    (^)= Jtfe'"A/^  [Calculated]" 
4200   PRINT USING "VSDDDD"»      vtt^    » 4210   ! **UDDD,       Effective Barrier=";Eb tfe 
4220   ! 
4230 PRINT "»—»•»»—••.».»»•»•»..»,»„.„„.„. 
424f) PPTMT'TJ       „„ „ ~********»*»»»»»»»»»»»»»».,.... *^4U FKINT Tor a 0.2x50um2 Devi™ •• 
4250 PRINT"™^~»-^Z?£*:^ 
4260 Itot=Jtot*(2.E-5*5.0E-3)    !Amps "" 
4270 PRINTUSING'TCSDaDEÄnfoi      .., 
4280 Ite=Jdass-(2.E-5 wS -^pf13     'Itot'" A ^ansj» 
4290 PRINT USING "ICSD3DEirSf/i     , 
4300 Itet-JteWs^ 

4350   PRINTUS^XJD'SDIIÄ
5
  , 

4370   HUNTUSWCTOTSäIPS/     «. 4380 ! ^^u-3OEJC;ltfe(peak) ",Itfe,"A" 
4390   PRINTER IS CRT 
4400   Junk$="N" 

4430     PRBMTERIS701        •   y ^^ 
4440     GOTODo.calc 
4450 ENDIF 
4460 ! 
4470    ! ********»1"»—*"mm«MM.  
AAon    «„ a       , **•*•*•***»»•»»»••••»»»•»»»» 

4500   GOTOMenu2 
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Appendix F Mor.il-    „   APPendix F 
M<"" BUS DePend«'" Model Pumete„ 

^Chapterfi.arepresented.I*eJI       I      aCteriSHCSareSh0Wn 

^^ed^^^^xir86^1""3*^^ 

^to-drain capacitance (c ) J^*™™^'«*™*^, 

w^ the measured dc ^on^^T^'^^ 

^vicesexhibitsinularoutputcon/!        ^^ °f ^^8*, the     ■ 

-te-^ceand^r ^^ ^^^^ 
eased, thegatecapacitancep.oportio^^^ 

(see next page for figures) 
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Appendix F 

1000 

1500 

D»in Voltage, V (V) 

*****   fa.ll- Dfain VOltage' V- ™ 
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Appendix F 

Drain Voltage, V    (y) 
da 

0 O.S i 

Drain Voltage, V    (V) * 
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